1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

The banking sector is one of the most complex industries, and it is one of the main contributors to a country's wealth ([@b0485])\]. [@b0640] indicated that this sector plays an increasingly critical role in the development of the financial system. Given the relevance of these institutions, bank performance has been a matter of great interest for various stakeholders, such as regulators, customers, investors, and the general public ([@b0200]), especially after the economic collapse of 2007--8 ([@b0395]). In the past, analysis of bank performance was done mainly through financial indices, which, according to [@b0715], are unsatisfactory measures of performance. With the advances in operational research techniques, this scenario changed with the emergence of techniques such as Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA), which is currently one of the most popular techniques for analysing the efficiency of organizations ([@b0685]).

DEA consists of a non-parametric mathematical linear programming technique whose objective is to analyse a group of homogeneous production units known as Decision Making Units (DMUs) --- which contain the same inputs and outputs --- to identify the most efficient organizations and indicate the actions that inefficient ones must take to become efficient. It does not require specifications regarding the type of production frontier[1](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} , which is constructed based on empirical observations. Little information is needed *a priori* to apply the model. The strengths of DEA include the following: it is effective in dealing with complex production processes ([@b0515]); it has the ability to work with inputs and outputs at different measurement scales ([@b0595]); it has the ability to analyse each DMU individually, comparing them with other DMUs, with the optimization process performed for all DMUs in the sample ([@b0635]); and it can identify inefficient DMUs, providing an indication of benchmarks ([@b0005]).

Despite their great popularity, traditional DEA models have been criticized for treating the production process like a black box, in which input variables are transformed in the DMU's production process, generating the output variables without an explicit modelling of how this transformation occurs ([@b0180]). Additionally, [@b0485] emphasized that most of the rejections by administrators of suggestions for improvements made by the DEA are due to the model not considering environmental factors outside the organization, which administrators have no control over. In other words, the environment in which the bank is inserted is not considered in the analysis. Often a bank is regarded as efficient simply because it is in a more favourable environment. Consequently, [@b0310] emphasized that DEA indices, although consistent, are biased.

Seeking to improve the application of DEA, two-stage DEA models have been gaining prominence in the literature, precisely because they make it possible to overcome the aforementioned limitations. [@b0160] analysed the most popular keywords in DEA studies from 2015 and 2016 and found that the terminology two-stage DEA was the second-most popular keyword, while the banking sector was one of the most popular fields of study for the application of DEA. Thus, two-stage DEA is an emerging topic in the literature that, to the best of our knowledge, still lacks a systematic review.

Nevertheless, it is important to introduce a caveat regarding the two-stage DEA terminology. When searching for articles with this terminology, different models are identified, many of them with very different purposes. Although the distinction between these models can easily be made by reading the articles, often, this is not so evident when only reading the abstracts. These different models also make it difficult to clearly define exactly what the terminology two-stage DEA represents. In the study conducted by [@b0160], it was not clear which type of two-stage DEA was becoming popular.

Hence, when searching for articles addressing two-stage DEA, there is a mixture of different models, although both are called two-stage DEA. When the production process is broken down into several subprocesses, these models are categorized here as internal two-stage DEA models; in turn, the approaches in which two analysis procedures are used, with DEA in the first stage and some other technique, either parametric or not, in the second stage, are called external two-stage DEA models. While the internal models enable the black box problem to be overcome, the external models enable a more complete analysis of DMUs.

In this context, although the two-stage DEA is a relevant research topic ([@b0160]) and used in a large number of studies, results of our survey indicate that the terminology is still not well-established or a common ground. In addition, many studies in expert and intelligent systems have, as main objective, to advance the methodological perspective of the use of the two-stage DEA models, as in [@b0300], [@b0455], [@b0470]. However, to the best of our knowledge, the studies did not synthesize and debate the problems raised here. Therefore, our survey of the literature contributes to the topic, by consolidating the state of the art of two-stage DEA models and by pointing out challenges and directions for future studies. We highlight that other review papers exploring expert and intelligent systems, such as [@b0260], [@b0275], [@b0705], [@b0720], reflect the relevance of consolidating studies aiming at better understanding and mapping specific models and techniques. Therefore, our literature review seeks to carry out a critical and in-depth analysis of two-stage DEA. More specifically, we discuss the terminology on two-stage DEA models, and also provide researchers with gaps in the literature, which are opportunities for studies that further advance the current knowledge in the topic.

Accordingly, given the various studies described as two-stage, what exactly does the literature consider to be two-stage DEA models? When referring to two-stage models in banks, what has been most published regarding this? What is the most frequent technique used in the second stage of external models? How has this topic been discussed over the years? Such questions emerge when analysing the publications on two-stage DEA models in banks. The contribution of the present study is that it proposes solutions to these questions. We believe that with this review, we can map the existing knowledge on this research theme and stimulate a debate on this emerging topic in the literature.

Regarding the applicability of two-stage DEA models, whether internal or external, this study contributes to the literature by fully exploring how they are applied in banks, identifying the most frequent scope, which can be understood as the approach used for the selection of the variables in the analysis of banks, which, in turn, will determine the model's input and output variables. Furthermore, we will discuss which is the technique most used in the second stage of external models, the most used DEA model, the economic context and the continents of the most studied banking sectors, the type of study and its objectives, which authors produce the most research on the topic, and which publications are the most relevant.

The discussion regarding the research scope is of great importance because --- as shown by [@b0285] --- considering a variable as an input or an output significantly changes which DMUs are indicated as efficient by the model.[2](#fn2){ref-type="fn"} Hence, considering that the main variable selection approaches in the literature analyse distinct bank functions and, therefore, assume different inputs and outputs, the importance of comparing studies that have used similar approaches becomes evident.

Another controversial topic in the literature that requires further discussion is the impact of exogenous variables on efficiency. The motivation to address this particular aspect of external two-stage DEA models is centred on the researchers' recognition that environmental factors or exogenous variables can significantly influence the efficiency scores measured by DEA ([@b0205]). Despite the growing interest, the results in the literature regarding this impact have been quite ambiguous in that an environmental variable can have a positive impact on the bank in its role of financial intermediary but a negative impact on the function of offering services to clients, for example, which makes consolidation in the literature difficult. For this reason, as discussed previously, the analysis and comparison of the impact of an exogenous variable on efficiency should consider the scope of the study, that is, the approach used to select the variables. This review will make the results found in the literature regarding these impacts clearer by clarifying the approaches used in the studies and the respective effects of the variables on efficiency.

We emphasize that the goal of our manuscript is not to defend the two-stage DEA model or one technique over the other, but rather to present a discussion on the topic, focusing on bank efficiency studies. More specifically, we analyse diverse challenges for the use of two-stage DEA, including the terminology itself, and the statistical drawbacks, such as the separability problem. We argue that a systematic survey of the literature on this topic is urgent, since despite all the challenges, the number of studies has been quite large, as depicted in [@b0155], [@b0160]. Our work contribute to the discussion of two-stage DEA models, presenting the state of the art on the subject as well as identifying the challenges in studies using this technique, specially in the banking sector.

Finally, this study is the first conducted on the banking sector that adopts the systematic literature review method developed by [@b0390] and later disseminated by [@b0440], [@b0305], [@b0555], [@b0280]. As highlighted by [@b0440], [@b0305], this method allows us to:•Identify the main results of the studies analysed and relate them to emerging issues in the theme researched;•Fully discuss and present the latest innovations regarding the key topics of the theme;•Identify possible gaps and challenges for future research.

The article is structured as follows: a brief contextualization of two stage DEA models is performed in Section [2](#s0010){ref-type="sec"}; the research method is presented in Section [3](#s0025){ref-type="sec"}; the classification and coding criteria for the analysed articles are described in Section [4](#s0030){ref-type="sec"}; the results of the bibliometric analysis and coding are discussed in Section [5](#s0035){ref-type="sec"}; and finally, the conclusions are provided in Section [6](#s0055){ref-type="sec"}.

2. Brief summary of two-stage DEA model in banks {#s0010}
================================================

Despite the growing interest in two-stage DEA models, as highlighted in [@b0160], several aspects remain ambiguous, including the terminology two-stage DEA model itself. The literature consists of two types of models that are completely different from each other, with distinct purposes, but that are both classified as two-stage DEA models. Given this, herein, we intend to briefly discuss the different approaches and techniques described as two-stage DEA models, categorizing them as either external two- stage DEA models or internal two-stage DEA models.

It is worth highlighting that both internal and external two-stage DEA models have emerged as a response to the limitations of conventional DEA models. In other words, [@b0180] stated that variations in traditional DEA models seek to *suit the application*. Accordingly, regardless of the purpose, whether two-stage DEA models involve intermediate variables (internal) or the use of some technique after the application of DEA (external), the analysis will be closer to reality. The use of intermediate variables overcomes the black box problem, whereas the application of another technique after DEA enables a more complete analysis.

2.1. Internal two-stage DEA model {#s0015}
---------------------------------

One of the main limitations of traditional DEA models is that they treat the production process like a black box, in which the input variables are transformed within this box to give the output variables. Although this is one of the advantages of DEA, i.e., revealing without needing to impose the structure of the transformation process ([@b0180]), in various applications, a more structured model is needed for better application. One great example of this situation is the banking sector. Because it is a highly complex sector ([@b0515]), an improved DEA model is ideal to make it possible to encompass this production process.

Thus, to overcome the black box problem, various researchers have sought to improve traditional DEA models to enable the analysis to be closer to reality. Internal two-stage DEA models represent such an effort --- the two stages of the model refer to stages of the production process. Traditional models have only input and output variables, and based on the relationship between these variables, the DEA indicates which DMUs are efficient; in internal two-stage DEA models, the production process is divided into two subprocesses, in which the outputs of the first stage consist of the inputs of the second stage. [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} shows an example of the production process with intermediate variables. It is worth emphasizing that not necessarily all the outputs of the first stage will be the inputs of the second stage --- some outputs may exit or some inputs may enter the system.Fig. 1Internal two-stage DEA model with $X_{i}$ inputs, $Y_{i}$ outputs and $W_{i}$ intermediate variables.

The first advance in this direction was made by [@b0525] --- the first study to apply internal two-stage DEA models in banks, which aimed to analyse the profitability and marketability[3](#fn3){ref-type="fn"} of the 55 largest commercial banks in the United States. Accordingly, efficiency was measured in the first stage, considering profitability, with three inputs, i.e., number of employees, assets, and stockholders' equity, and two outputs, i.e., profit and revenues. The variables profit and revenues --- outputs of the first stage --- are the input variables of the second stage --- thus referred to as intermediate variables. The outputs of the second stage are market value, total return to investors, and earnings per share. In this stage, the bank's efficiency in converting its profits and revenues into marketability was analysed.

[@b0010] studied twenty-one Bangladeshi banks from 2005 to 2008, through a two-stage network Slacks-based inefficiency DEA model. The authors identified that the black box performance models had divergent results from the network DEA. Similarly, [@b0210] showed that the precision and accuracy of DEA results are greater when using network models, compared to traditional DEA models. [@b0335] found that DMUs that had been indicated as efficient using traditional DEA models were not efficient using network models. The authors found that the efficiency of the productive process calculated by the black box models could be overestimated. This issue is more serious when more stages are involved. Lastly, [@b0330] discusses cases where the overall productive system can be considered efficient, even if its sub-stages are not efficient. Likewise, the author found situations in which a DMU had efficiency rates below another DMU in its sub-stages, but presented superior efficiency scores when analysing from the black box perspective.

Despite the advance generated by the study by [@b0525], the two-stage DEA model used by these authors --- classified by [@b0345] as independent --- can have problems related to the intermediate variables, given that by seeking maximization of the outputs in the first stage and minimization in the second, the same variables would be minimized and maximized. To solve this problem, researchers, such as [@b0185], [@b0175], [@b0170], sought to include such intermediate variables in the DEA model itself, which led to the development of Network DEA (NDEA) models, later extended by [@b0180], [@b0400], [@b0340], [@b0320], [@b0350], [@b0080], [@b0095], among others. In this regard, [@b0220] argue that NDEA models can be divided in four main categories:•Independent: Independent models investigate each stage of the productive process separately, without any relationship between stages;•Connected: In Connected models, contrasting with Independent models, the interactions between the stages are taken into account in the calculation of the overall efficiency. Therefore, for a DMU to be overall efficient, it must necessarily be efficient in all stages considered;•Relational: Relational NDEA models, proposed by [@b0320], consist of a combination of the two previous models. Relational models make it possible to measure the efficiency of each system and the overall efficiency. This category of models assumes an additive or multiplicative relationship between overall efficiency and the stage efficiencies;•Game theoretic: Game theoretic models assume each stage of the productive process as a player in a cooperative or a non-cooperative game.

Thus, the big difference between the network model and the models with independent intermediate variables is that the former includes all the stages of the process in its mathematical formulation; that is, the production process is divided into various sub-processes, with each sub-process being formulated mathematically in the model. Therefore, the network model enables the formulation of the intermediate variables, whereas the other, which consists of an application of basic DEA models at each stage, does not. [@b0030] emphasized that NDEA has great potential for practical application and provides relevant information to managers.

[@b0270] point out that independent models have the burden of not consider connections between stages. However, independent models are less restrictive and generate the highest efficiency scores. Connected NDEA avoid conflicts between stages by considering the interactions between them, whereas Relational NDEA considers any mathematical relationship between the stages. Finally, game theoretic approach is more appropriate when the stages of the production process can be analysed as a game.

NDEA systems can have a serial or parallel structure ([@b0270]). Productive processes in a serial structure are connected in sequence. Each process uses potential exogenous inputs and outputs from the previous stage and produces potential exogenous outputs and intermediate variables to the next stage. In a parallel structure, the production processes operate simultaneously and independently. There are also NDEA systems in which the productive process is a mixture between the parallel and the serial structure.

In addition, network models can be static, dynamic or shared resources[4](#fn4){ref-type="fn"} . [@b0330] points out that static NDEA models analyse a single moment in time, whereas the dynamic NDEA consists of the repetition of the one-period system in subsequent periods, connected by carry overs. New improvements in dynamic NDEA can be seen in the study by [@b0615], which proposes an NDEA with dynamic slack-based measure and in the study by [@b0325], which presented a relational dynamic NDEA.

It is important to highlight that each model is best suited to specific circumstances. [@b0270] point out that less restrictive models can result in an overestimation of efficiency when more complex relationships between stages exist. In contrast, more restrictive models, when not necessary, can lead to underestimated efficiency scores. Nevertheless, despite the issues discussed earlier, the traditional DEA models are still a valid tool for analysing efficiency, when the productive system is simple. In the case of the banking sector, a highly complex system ([@b0515]), we recommend using NDEA, since it allows to incorporate the potential interrelationships among variables.

Finally, as a pitfall of the network approach, [@b0075] indicate that in general there are two types of NDEA models: traditional multiplier-based DEA models, focused on DEA ratio efficiency, and envelopment-based NDEA models, focused on the production possibility set. Although for conventional DEA models, these two types of models are dual and equivalent, for NDEA models the duality and equivalence properties do not necessarily hold. The authors recommend that the envelopment-based NDEA model should be applied to determine the projection boundary for inefficient DMUs, whereas the multiplier -based NDEA model should be employed to measure the divisional efficiency. [@b0075] argue that these two types of NDEA follow different approaches and explore distinct efficiency concepts. The authors further indicate that many models currently used in production possibility set-based network DEA should be re-examined. More specifically, some studies using envelopment models failed to calculate divisional efficiencies. However, this result does not mean that it is impossible envelopment models to calculate the divisional efficiency, but that more research is needed in order to extend the existing production possibility set-based network DEA and solve this issue.

2.2. External two-stage DEA model {#s0020}
---------------------------------

The other branch of the literature refers to external two-stage DEA models, which consist of a second stage outside the production process. This is actually a procedure adopted by the researcher in which the efficiency indices are calculated in the first stage through DEA, and subsequently, these indices are used to power some other technique, which may be some type of regression (e.g., Ordinary Least Squares or Bootstrapped Truncated Regression), an Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP), or an Artificial Neural Network (ANN), among others, considering the various possibilities available to the researcher in the second stage. [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} shows the structure of the external two-stage DEA models. Thus, the main motivations for using external two-stage DEA models, as well as the respective technique in the second stage, include the following:•[@b0485] emphasized, many of the rejections by managers of suggestions for improvements made by DEA are because traditional models do not consider that environmental factors, which are external to the organization, influence the results found in the model, and the administrators would have no control over such factors. Therefore, regression techniques are used in the second stage, in which the efficiency index calculated by the DEA model is the dependent variable and the exogenous variables are the independent ones;•Given that DEA is very sensitive to the presence of outliers and statistical noise, ANNs can be used in the second stage for the purpose of finding data envelopes, which, instead of being based on outliers, are supported by the whole database ([@b0685]). Additionally, the ANN allows the researcher to make predictions through training with the efficiency scores measured by the DEA; i.e., by being repeatedly exposed to the data, neural networks learn the relationship between the input and output variables of the DMUs ([@b0025]);•Recognizing the importance of including qualitative indicators in the efficiency analysis, [@b0040] used an external two-stage DEA model that integrated DEA with AHP, a multi-criteria decision technique developed by [@b0510] that allows modelling a complex problem in a hierarchical structure composed of different levels, with the top of the hierarchical structure representing the overall goal, while the lower levels consist of all possible alternatives ([@b0530]). With this, AHP reduces the complexity of the decision-making process to a series of simple comparisons and rankings. Fig. 2External two-stage DEA model.

For most of the studies analysed, it was clear whether the study involved an external two-stage DEA model or not. However, in other cases, this was not so obvious. There is a grey area that lacks a clear and accurate definition about when a study can be classified as an external two-stage DEA model. Exemplifying this situation, [@b0685] --- who categorized their work as two-stage DEA --- applied DEA to measure bank efficiency and, subsequently, used these efficiency scores to train an ANN. In turn, [@b0460], despite basing his study on the study of [@b0685], did not categorize it as thus. After careful reading, we considered the study of [@b0460] to be an external two-stage DEA model, considering that the scores of the DEA --- which were measured in the first stage --- were used in an ANN model in the second stage, as in [@b0685].

This difficulty in classifying the studies as involving models that are either external two-stage DEA or not highlights the importance of systematically analysing the theme --- this work is an initial effort towards this, but restricted to the banking sector. If there was a clear definition for such models, there would be no difficulty in identifying which studies do and do not consist of an external two-stage DEA model.

It is also important to mention another ambiguous aspect of external two- stage DEA models, i.e., the impact that exogenous variables have on efficiency. Although analysing this effect is only one of various possible objectives in the second stage, this issue needs a more in-depth discussion, given that the literature presents quite controversial results, often without the necessary care when comparing results.

Authors have often used previous studies to support certain results found, although the studies in question use different approaches or measure different types of efficiency. It is known that variable selection strongly influences the results found. [@b0285] showed that in a study following the production approach, when keeping other variables constant, a larger number of deposits would lead to higher efficiency scores indicated by the DEA model, given that deposits would be a model output. By contrast, a researcher who had followed the intermediation approach and treated deposits as an input, keeping the other variables constant, would obtain higher efficiency scores when the bank had a fewer number of deposits.

This problem becomes even more interesting when considering two external stages. A study that followed the intermediation approach --- that is, studied the bank's role as a financial intermediary and analysed efficiency through the Banker, Charnes and Cooper (BCC) model, which measures efficiency related only to administrative issues --- and performed a regression in the second stage to analyse the impact that exogenous variables have on efficiency may encounter different results for this impact when compared to another study that adopted different criteria.

An example of this is to compare the situation above with another study that analysed banks in their function of offering services to customers, that is, a study that followed the production approach of [@b0055] and measured efficiency through the Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes (CCR) model, which measures technical efficiency, also referred to as overall efficiency. The effect of the exogenous variable in question may vary from one study to another simply because of the methodological differences adopted. It is not surprising, therefore, that the literature presents quite controversial results in this respect.

This review will guide this discussion by providing the results found by researchers who have addressed the two-stage DEA model in the banking sector, highlighting all the methodological aspects adopted by them, that is, the approach used to select the model's variables, the type of efficiency analysed, the non-discretionary variables used and their respective impacts, considering the peculiarities of each study.

In addition to the problems mentioned above, external two-stage DEA models are sensitive to the problem of separability. [@b0565] found that traditional regression techniques in the second stage were not appropriate and proposed a bootstrap truncated regression model as an alternative, despite recognizing that this option could suffer from the same issue. As [@b0115] point out, if the condition of separability does not hold, the results of the second stage would present drawbacks and be difficult to analyse.

The issues discussed in [@b0115], [@b0570] are crucial for external two-stage DEA models. Such models are being extensively used in the literature, as [@b0160] argue in their review, and may present statistical drawbacks as they fail to maintain the hypothesis of separability. In our review of the application of models with the terminology Two-stage DEA in banks, we bring the discussion on separability aiming to present the state of the art. We also present strengths and weaknesses of the models, identifying gaps that signal opportunities for future studies. We argue that the tool developed in [@b0115] to test separability, similarly to the tool indicated by [@b0375] to test constant *versus* variable returns to returns, can convey relevant information and should be considered in future research of external two-stage DEA models.

It is also important to reference a stream of research in the literature, which started with [@b0105], [@b0110], and makes it possible to cope with separability problems. [@b0105] developed a conditional efficiency model that allows the estimation of the efficiency in the presence of environmental variables. These environmental variables will be neither inputs nor outputs in the production process. Examples of application of this approach in the banking sector are discussed, for instance, in [@b0135], [@b0120], [@b0360], [@b0355], [@b0445], [@b0630]. Since conditional efficiency is not a two-stage DEA model, we did not include it in the survey of papers. However, we highlight that conditional efficiency models represent a relevant mechanism to deal with separability.

[Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} presents a description of studies that used two-stage models --- either internal or external --- in the banking sector. It contains a brief review of each study identified, considering the literature review criteria discussed in Section [4](#s0030){ref-type="sec"}. The studies were ordered from the oldest to the most current to show how topics related to two-stage DEA models in the banking sector have been discussed in the literature over time. The study by [@b0425] --- the oldest of the sample --- was classified as number 1, [@b0050] as number 2, and so on. [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} also lists the number of citations per article according to either *Scopus* or --- if the article is not in this database --- *Web of Science* up to August 2018.Table 1Brief description of objectives and results of each analysed study.N.StudyBrief SummaryNumber of Citations1[@b0425]By analysing three gaps in the literature, the authors examine the profitability and marketability efficiency of 245 US banks, as well as verify whether the bank location impacts its efficiency. The results suggest that banks' greatest source of inefficiency is marketability. The bank's location is unrelated to efficiency ratios, and overall technical efficiency can be used as a predictor of the likelihood of bank failure.1342[@b0050]The study analyses the efficiency of 31 agencies from Kölner Bank in Germany, verifying the impact of non-discretionary variables such as branch area, public transport, competition and others. The two-stage models were able to more accurately evaluate efficiency compared to one-stage models, and none of the environmental variables were statistically significant.93[@b0685]The paper combines DEA with Neural Network (DEA-NN) to analyse the relative efficiency of branches of a Canadian bank. The results found by the proposed model are comparable to those of the traditional DEA models. The proposed model leads to a more robust boundary and identifies more efficient DMUs, but it is inferior in identifying benchmarks.1624[@b0495]The study evaluates bank efficiency in different countries (different contexts) by checking the impact of regulatory factors on efficiency. The results provide evidence for relevance of the three pillars of Basel's II Accord. Larger banks with lower loans showed better technical efficiency indices under all circumstances. Country-specific variables had a statistically significant impact on efficiency.1055[@b0460]The paper analyses the efficiency of the largest Arab banks through the integration of DEA with neural networks (NN). NN have great potential to assess the relative efficiency of banks because of their flexibility and robustness. The predictive capacity of the model is very similar to the results of other statistical techniques.516[@b0600]The authors investigate the relationship between post-crisis banking restructuring and country-specific factors with bank efficiency in a sample of 110 banks in five Asian countries in the period 1997 to 2001. Bank restructuring does not necessarily increase banks' efficiency. Domestic M&A perform better on efficiency than foreign acquisition. Banks under state intervention are more inefficient. The inefficiencies in the banking sector are attributed largely to country- specific factors.307[@b0575]The study estimates cost, allocative and technical efficiencies of Brazilian banks in the post-privatization period (2000--2007) through a three-stage model. Brazilian banks have a high degree of inefficiency compared to other countries. Stated owned banks were more efficient than private ones, and foreigners showed higher levels of cost inefficiency. Size is not an important variable that impacts efficiency.878[@b0620]The study measures the overall efficiency, comprised by the efficiency of profitability and effectiveness, of the 50 best branches of a Greek bank. Nineteen branches were efficient in profitability and effectiveness. Regarding overall efficiency, the main cause of inefficiency was profitability. The bank's performance can be largely improved by changing practices in branches identified as worst DMUs.209[@b0040]The authors analyse and suggest strategies to optimize the productivity of workers from various branches of the Bank of Industry and Mining in Iran. Integrating AHP and DEA, the study verified that a large part of the inefficiency of the branches is due to low work quality level and high number of training hours. The proposed analysis technique leads to better results than others, exploring both qualitative and quantitative data.2410[@b0285]The authors propose a DEA model that considers the variable deposits as an intermediate variable. The results show that the decision to define deposits as input or output significantly affects the indexes and the efficiency ranking of traditional models and, for this reason, the method developed by the authors managed to avoid this dilemma.5111[@b0485]The authors apply a two-stage DEA model to analyse the efficiency of 816 bank branches in order to reconcile the results indicated by this model with the opinions of the managers of these organizations. The efficiency indexes presented considerable variations among the different regions analysed. Branches in smaller markets were more efficient. Considering different approaches for analysing efficiency allowed finding results with greater consistency.11112[@b0535]The study analyses the efficiency of 20 branches of Saderat Bank in Iran, pointing out which units are efficient and inefficient, as well as benchmarking inefficient ones and how they can improve their operations. Only three branches were efficient, and the largest source of inefficiency was in the production stage.213[@b0410]The authors identify bank failures through a two-stage DEA model of worst practices, which makes it possible to work with negative outputs. The empirical analysis showed the applicability of the model to predict potential bank failures. The model predicted a number of potential banks to fail similar to what has been observed in Taiwan.214[@b0430]The study analyses the influence of reforms in the banking sector of six countries, whose objectives were to strengthen the financial and economic integration between these countries. These measures had a significant impact on the efficiency and homogenization of the banking sectors of the countries analysed.1715[@b0550]The authors analyse the true managerial efficiency of 123 branches of a bank in Taiwan, through a three-stage model, adjusted for environmental variables and statistical noise. Traditional DEA models overestimated efficiency ratios. The main cause of branch inefficiency was the operated scale. Location did not show significant impacts on efficiency. Branches with greater scope of action and volume of deposits were more efficient.2316[@b0700]The study integrates NDEA with Fuzzy to measure branch performance in Taiwan's banking industry. Most of the branches analysed had a better performance in the first stage of productivity. Interest cost is the largest factor in the first stage, while fund transfer income and interest income are key factors of the second stage.4317[@b0265]The study examines the efficiency of 18 Greek banks in a period of Greece's fiscal crisis by checking how the banks' efficiency would react to possible Mergers and Acquisitions (M&A). The results suggest that, analysing the year before and the year after the crisis, M&A did not generate operational efficiency in the short term. M&A between efficient banks will not necessarily generate an efficient bank.3218[@b0370]The paper measures the efficiency of 16 branches in Iran using an integrated DEA model with AHP. The location of the branches was a key factor of efficiency. The strengths of one branch can serve as benchmarking for the others. The use of AHP together with DEA provided more consistent results.119[@b0405]The authors apply an integrated model for the measurement of bank efficiency in Taiwan through Independent Component Analysis (ICA) and the Network Slack-Based Measure (NSBM). Three dimensions of efficiency were analysed: production efficiency, service efficiency and profitability efficiency. The results indicate that the proposed model was able to determine the main causes of bank inefficiency, presenting an excellent discriminatory feature.2320[@b0450]The study evaluates the risk management performance of Chinese banks in terms of their contribution to profitability through a three-stage NDEA model. The inclusion of the proxies for risk improved the efficiency measurement.6921[@b0480]The study integrates DEA and Analytical Network Process (ANP) to evaluate the efficiency of commercial banks in Turkey, with the possibility of incorporating managerial preferences into the model. The proposed integration presented several advantages over traditional models, such as considering multiple performance measures. The weights of the model can based on the preferences of the managers.122[@b0690]The paper verifies the impact of size and market power on the efficiency of 16 Chinese banks in the period from 2007 to 2011. The results found that size is a determinant of the efficiency of banks. A favourable economic environment (real GDP growth) also has a positive influence on efficiency.023[@b0150]The authors propose a three-stage DEA model with two independent parallel stages, where the outputs of these stages serve as input to the third stage, with the presence of undesirable outputs. In a case study of 49 People's Bank branches, the study corroborates the effectiveness and applicability of the model in bank efficiency studies.2924[@b0290]The study proposes a two-stage DEA Network Slack-Based Measures (NSBM) model with undesirable output aiming to open the black box of the production process. The proposed model has a better applicability than traditional models. All hypotheses suggested for efficiency determinants were confirmed for overall efficiency. On the other hand, the hypotheses could not be accepted when each stage were analysed individually.925[@b0500]The authors analyse the efficiency of Micro Financial Institutions (MFIs) both in the execution of financial tasks and in their role of coping with social problems, through, for instance, loans to poor people. In 46% of MFIs, there was no trade-off between the two dimensions analysed. Directives were given in order for MFIs to improve both their financial and social efficiencies.1826[@b0640]The study analyses the efficiency of the 16 largest Chinese banks in the period from 2003 to 2011, which corresponds to a reform in the Chinese banking sector. The authors consider deposits as intermediary variable and unrealized loans as undesirable output. The two-stage model was able to explain more appropriately the inefficiency of the banks than conventional DEA models. The efficiency of the banks increased during the period analysed because of the reform. State owned banks were more efficient before the reform, however difference to other banks decrease afterwards.7627[@b0650]The authors investigate the relationship between bank efficiency and intellectual capital in a sample of 16 US banks through a two-stage model. Profitability is included in the first stage and creation of value is included in the second. The authors found evidence that intellectual capital positively impacts efficiency.2128[@b0660]The study evaluates the 40 largest banks in Brazil regarding the optimization of costs and productive efficiency, establishing a connection between these two variables. Brazilian banks tend to be more efficient at translating administrative expenses and personnel expenses into shareholders' equity and fixed assets than at managing physical and human resources. M&A, size and the fact that the bank is state owned are also variables that influence efficiency.4829[@b0020]The authors measure the efficiency of 16 Chinese banks in the period 2008 to 2012 through a two-stage DEA-SBM approach, in which the first stage was called a deposit generator and the second as a deposit user with the presence of undesirable output. The results indicate that efficiency has increased during these five years due to banks' improvements in deposit creation.1130[@b0065]The study applies the Dynamic Network Slack-Based Measure Data Envelopment Analysis Model (DNSBM) to evaluate the performance of Taiwanese banks during the period 2005--2011. Using a three-stage model, the results indicate that banks have lost profitability since the 2008 crisis, while the creation of intellectual capital increased from 2008 to 2010.731[@b0365]The paper evaluates the relative efficiency of customer services in 30 branches of an Iranian bank, through a hybrid model based on Multi-Criteria Satisfaction Analysis (MUSA) and NDEA. The proposed method was able to identify which branches were able to meet consumers' expectations.032[@b0225]The authors assess the dynamic efficiency and productivity of Japanese commercial banks, maximizing desirable outputs and minimizing undesirable outputs (Non Performing Loans). For a 3 year dynamic window, the inefficiency of Japanese banks ranged from 19.5% of average outputs and inputs in 2007--2009 to 21.5% of average outputs and inputs in 2008--2010. Banks could become more efficient by increasing the volume of deposits.1733[@b0385]The authors combine two empirical data analysis techniques to evaluate and predict performance improvements for 181 US banks. The proposed model contributes, in an impactful way, to the managerial process of decision making.1934[@b0540]The authors measure the efficiency of Islamic Yemeni commercial banks, analysing the stability and efficiency of the sector. The study also checks for variables that may be affecting efficiency. The results suggest that the recent reforms adopted by the Yemeni government have failed to improve the sector since the efficiency scores were low. Islamic banks performed better than commercial banks.235[@b0590]The study estimates the efficiency of Malaysian banks from 1999 to 2008, analysing the impact of several environmental variables such as liquidity, risk, size, profitability, capitalization level, macroeconomic conditions. Size, non-interest income, foreign control, and capitalization have a positive impact on productive efficiency. State owned banks were more inefficient. Credit risk and liquidity were not statistically significant.036[@b0625]The paper incorporates stochastic models in the DEA to analyse the efficiency of Greek banks in a period of crisis of the country incorporating variable related to risk. The model measures efficiency considering the possibility of stochastic variables in the DEA model, In addition, the model is able to control, from the efficiency indexes, the favourable operating conditions.2137[@b0645]The study analyses the efficiency of banks in Taiwan by pointing out the marginal benefits of information technology (IT). In addition, considering the Basel III Accord, the impact of some proxies for risk on efficiency is measured. Most banks need to improve their returns to scale on IT inputs. The effect of risk proxies on efficiency was not universal in the study.038[@b0465]The authors measure the cost efficiency of 32 Vietnamese banks in the period from 2000 to 2014, verifying the impact of two reforms in the banking sector, namely: partial acquisition by foreign banks and entry into the stock market. In addition, the study also analyses the impact of other environmental variables. Efficiency showed a slight upward trend in the period. Banks listed on the stock exchange or partially acquired by foreign capital presented better efficiency ratios.339[@b0505]The authors investigate the relationship between efficiency and risk through a three-stage model in a case study with 14 branches. Risk causes banks to seek enhancement of their operations, thereby increasing their technical efficiency. Therefore, risk is positively related to efficiency.240[@b0580]The study analyses the determinants of efficiency of Vietnamese banks from 1999 to 2009. The largest banks are more efficient than the medium and small banks, with the latter being the most inefficient. Profitability had a positive impact on efficiency, while the number of branches and number of years in operation had the opposite effect. As far as global efficiency is concerned, private banks are more efficient than state owned banks.1541[@b0670]The study estimates, through a two-stage model, the impact on virtual efficiency of M&A of Mozambique's banks and also analyses the results taking into account whether the bank is state owned or has foreign control. The results indicate that control of the bank (state or foreign) affects efficiency and that mergers should occur between banks of different type of controls. M&A involving the analysed banks may lead, in most cases, to the situation of decreasing returns of scale.342[@b0665]The study uses a new Fuzzy-DEA model to evaluate bank efficiency in Mozambique for the years 2003--2011. Several aspects explain bank efficiency in Mozambique as, for instance, labour price, capital price and deposits. The effect of the environmental variables was ambiguous, depending on the degree of uncertainty of the model. Banks should reduce the number of employees and make initiatives to leverage capital.543[@b0005]The authors analyse the efficiency of a bank's branches in Greece during different periods of the economy, taking into account expansion followed by strong recessions The study also verifies how efficiency has behaved over the years. Banks' efficiency deteriorated at the beginning of the recession, and especially as it deepened.344[@b0015]The study examines the impact of exogenous variables on the efficiency of 26 Ghanaian banks in the period 2003 to 2011. A high level of inefficiency among Ghanaian banks is evident, mainly due to pure technical inefficiency. The size of the bank positively influences efficiency only to a certain degree, due to economies of scale. Market concentration, leverage, and loan loss provisions are other significant factors identified as determinants of efficiency.145[@b0035]The study evaluates and optimizes the productivity of employees from of the Bank of Industry and Mine in Iran by integrating DEA with AHP with quantitative and qualitative indicators. The results specify that the most inefficient branches are related to low work quality and high training hours.246[@b0165]The paper investigates the impact of exogenous variables on the efficiency of Islamic commercial banks in Indonesia from 2011 to 2014. The actual average efficiency of Islamic commercial banks in Indonesia is 91.82%. Assets and ROA had a positive impact, while the number of branches negatively affected the bank's efficiency.147[@b0215]The authors extend the two-stage Network DEA (NDEA) by proposing a banking revenue function. In addition, the Nerlove model is also applied to identify bank inefficiencies. The results indicate that the Japanese regional banks did not reach the optimum point in their productive processes. The main cause of bank inefficiency is allocative efficiency. Capitalization and risk had a negative effect on efficiency.1548[@b0255]The authors measure the operational and intermediation efficiency of 46 Indian banks through a two-stage Network DEA model, in addition to a bootstrapped truncated regression to verify the impact of variables on these indices. The overall efficiency of the sector needs improvement in the two stages analysed. Larger and private banks showed better results.249[@b0315]The paper analyses the determinants of productivity of Southern Asian Banks. National and foreign Islamic banks showed an improvement in Total Factor Productivity Change (TFPCH). Among the exogenous variables analysed, capitalization, liquidity and world financial crisis had a significant influence on the level of productivity level of banks.150[@b0380]The authors propose an extension of the two-stage DEA model developed by [@b0085], making it possible to work with negative data and undesirable outputs. Operational efficiency, calculated in the first stage, is statistically smaller than profitability efficiency, measured in the second stage.151[@b0545]The authors propose a model to estimate and decompose possible M&A gains from Chinese banks. The results show that banks can improve their operations, mainly in relation to technical efficiency, when engaging in M&A. In contrast, M&A have a negative impact on scale efficiency.352[@b0675]The authors analyse the virtual efficiency of M&A of South African banks. In addition, the impact of contextual variables on these efficiency indices is tested. M&A tend to be beneficial to banks, increasing technical efficiency, especially in terms of production. M&A gains are larger when both banks are local.653[@b0090]The paper presents an innovative DEA model with SVM in the second stage in order to segregate efficiency groups. The study also analyses the effects of different context-related variables on efficiency indexes. For the sample of Chinese banks, efficiency is related to domestic origin and enlisting in the stock market. However, results show that performance of the Chinese banking sector is low.354[@b0145]The authors analyse the impact of earning asset diversification on Chinese bank efficiency from 2006 to 2011. In addition, they proposed an innovation on the method by extending the bootstrap model of [@b0565] Chinese banks could improve their efficiency with an increase in the diversification of their asset portfolios.155[@b0190]The study measures the efficiency of banks in peripheral countries in the Eurozone and examines the effects of determinants of risk on bank performance over 2007--2014. Results indicate that higher levels of liquidity and credit risk negatively influence efficiency, while capital and profit risk have a positive impact on banks' performance. The crisis tends to amplify the effect of bank risk.056[@b0475]The authors investigate the efficiency of 109 UK banks in the period 1987--2015, through DEA with a regression feedback mechanism. Several types of DEA model were used as well as different orientations. The proposed model increased the discriminatory power of the DEA. The SBM presented more consistent results than BCC and CCR.057[@b0295]The study extends the NDEA to the Copula-Based Network SFA model, with application to US banks. The proposed model made it possible to overcome the convergence problem specifically when phenomena are subject to highly nonlinear simultaneous equations. The inefficiency of banks comes mainly from the first stage.158[@b0695]The study measures the efficiency of Chinese commercial banks and assesses the impact of foreign capital participation on efficiency. Banks with foreign capital tend to be more efficient, even if this share is owned by minority shareholders. In addition, efficiency is also influenced by macroeconomic factors.059[@b0710]The authors develop a dynamic two-stage DEA-SBM model to identify the sources of inefficiency of Ghanaian banks. Banks' efficiency ratios were considerably low. The biggest source of inefficiency is in the first stage, called the productivity stage.0

3. Method {#s0025}
=========

A review of the literature on DEA is nothing new. [@b0155], [@b0160], [@b0440], [@b0585], [@b0435], [@b0420], [@b0415] conducted literature reviews on DEA in various areas. However, to our knowledge, only [@b0200], [@b0490] focused on the banking sector, and neither specifically reviewed two-stage DEA models in banks, a topic that has been gaining considerable prominence, as highlighted by [@b0160].

According to [@b0195], the literature review is an important tool for gathering the results of previous studies on a certain theme, producing an in-depth analysis of the main studies. This method is particularly relevant for mapping the main topics studied and providing a complete view of the existing knowledge from the articles on the subject analysed, as well as for identifying the existence of possible gaps and opportunities for future studies. Accordingly, [@b0305]\]indicated that this technique identifies challenges for the development of future studies; that is, after identifying the characteristics of how the literature has been discussing a theme, it is possible to discover gaps and opportunities in topics that are not being discussed to the same degree as others. In addition to the previous observations, the review done here is important because, despite the existence of literature reviews regarding DEA in banks, namely, [@b0200], [@b0490], neither have specifically analysed two-stage DEA models in banks.

[@b0160] identified the most popular keywords in publications from 2015 and 2016 and found that in second place were keywords such as two-stage models and efficiency decomposition, which is one of the functionalities of these models, whereas in fourth place were words such as bootstrap and bootstrapping. Additionally, [@b0160] found that the banking sector is the field of study with the second highest number of studies. Linking these two aspects, there is an emerging topic in DEA that, to the best of our knowledge, has not yet been systematically reviewed, i.e., two-stage DEA models in banks. Therefore, by reviewing this topic, this work contributes to the literature by presenting the state of the art on this topic and providing an agenda for future studies.

In spite of the popularity and the various years of research, questions that are quite frequent in studies on DEA in banks --- such as what the orientation should be (input or output) and at what scope the bank should be analysed, which, in turn, will influence variable selection --- still have no answers. In the particular case of two-stage DEA models, as discussed in Sec. [2](#s0010){ref-type="sec"}, various other aspects require further discussion, for example, which type of two-stage DEA model is used most often and, in the case of external two-stage models, which technique is most popular in the second stage and what the impacts of non-discretionary variables on bank efficiency are. Perhaps the clearest aspect for researchers is that the CCR model should only be used when all companies are operating at the optimal scale level ([@b0200], [@b0635], [@b0250]); therefore, models that work with variable returns to scale have been prioritized in more recent studies ([@b0200]), but it is still not possible to state that one model is superior to another.

Considering the aspects without consensus in the literature, the present study makes a contribution by providing guidance to researchers in future studies, summarizing how the literature has been addressing these topics relevant to studies on two-stage DEA models in banks.

Briefly discussing the two reviews about DEA in banks mentioned earlier, [@b0200] analysed 196 studies that applied operational research or artificial intelligence techniques in the banking sector. They searched the *Scopus* database using the following keywords: bank efficiency, bank and data envelopment analysis, bank performance, bank and neural networks, bank and artificial intelligence, and bank and operational research. The review period was from 1998 to 2009, and only articles in English were considered. Of the 196 articles, 151 used DEA and its variations to estimate several measures of banking efficiency and productivity growth. Therefore, DEA is the most used technique in the field of operational research. The articles analysed were published in 73 different journals, with 58% of the publications concentrated in 12 journals. The European Journal of Operational Research (EJOR) was ranked first, followed by the Journal of Banking and Finance and Applied Financial Economics, with 19, 15, and 13 publications. Regarding method-related questions, most of the studies focused on the measurement of technical efficiency, worked with variable returns to scale, used input orientation, and followed the intermediation approach to select variables.

In Section [3](#s0025){ref-type="sec"} of their work, [@b0200] discussed the topics of interest in the studies analysed, in which it stands out their discussions about the determinants of efficiency. The non-discretionary variables that are studied typically included size, profitability, capitalization, and country-specific factors. Despite providing an enlightening discussion regarding this aspect, the authors neither identified the technique most used in the second stage for this purpose nor clearly specified what impact the reviewed studies found in relation to the non-discretionary variables on the different types of efficiency (technical efficiency (TE), pure technical efficiency (PTE), and scale efficiency (SE)). The other topics of interest included the relationship between stock returns and efficiency; bank ownership; corporate events, such as mergers and acquisitions, and efficiency; regulatory reforms or liberalizations and efficiency; a comparison of frontier techniques; and bank branch efficiency.

[@b0490] reviewed 80 studies that applied DEA in bank branches, classified according to the following attributes: country or region, inputs, outputs, premise regarding the returns to scale, and the objective. With the exception of two studies, all of the others focused on branches in just one country. The five most researched countries were Canada, Greece, Portugal, the United States, and the United Kingdom, which accounted for 65% of the studies reviewed. The studies had two main focus: to develop more advanced DEA models (38%, or 30 articles) and to evaluate the efficiency and provide guidance for improvements (33%, or 26 articles). Of the 80 articles, 5 used deposits as an input, and 43 used it as an output; 47% followed the premise of constant returns to scale, 20% followed the premise of variable returns to scale, and 33% used both models.

[@b0490] concluded their review by stating that although DEA is a deterministic technique, its results are sensitive to the data used. Thus, generating statistical inferences and confidence intervals is of great relevance, as this enables the reliability and acceptance of the model to be demonstrated. The authors indicated that although several advances have already been made in this regard over the past 20 years, an opportunity for future studies in this area still remains. Therefore, in the case of bank branches, there is an opportunity for research that uses statistical techniques --- such as the bootstrap technique of [@b0565] --- together with DEA.

This review differs from others, such as [@b0200], [@b0490], first, because it focuses on an emerging topic in the DEA literature, i.e., two-stage DEA models in banks ([@b0160]). [@b0200] discussed this aspect, but only briefly. Discussing how two-stage DEA models have been applied in banks and identifying the objectives of these studies, the results found, and even aspects related to the two-stage terminology itself are extremely important, and to the best of our knowledge, this has not yet been done. Second, the classifications and codings created here --- proposed by [@b0390] and later disseminated by [@b0440], [@b0280], [@b0560] --- are unique in the area of banking efficiency. Finally, in relation to the review by [@b0200], more than 8 years have passed since its publication, which, although not a long time, indicates the need for a new review that considers the context of two-stage models, given that these models have been gaining notoriety, especially in recent years, as shown by [@b0160]. Regarding the review of [@b0490], they did not specifically discuss two-stage models and focused on studies of bank branches, not on the banks themselves.

Considering the aspects previously discussed, as well as the relevance that a literature review adds to the academic debate on a given theme, [@b0390] presented five steps to be followed when conducting a review, later followed by [@b0440], [@b0305], [@b0280], as shown in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} .Fig. 3Steps for the literature review.

Considering step 1, the first keyword used for the search was DEA Bank in the title and stage in the topic in the *Web of Science*, *ScienceDirect*, and *Scopus* databases. The reason for using only the word stage in the topic --- which considers the title, abstract, and keywords --- is that if the article happened to use DEA with more than one stage, the authors would possibly specify this. Therefore, there is no need to search for two-stage because these articles will already be found with the criterion adopted. Besides, studies that adopted a three-stage model could also be identified. Two searches were conducted, the first in June 2017 and the second in July 2018.

Regarding the first search, 27 publications were found in *Web of Science*, which included 19 articles and 8 proceedings papers; 37 articles were found in *ScienceDirect*; and 27 publications were found in *Scopus*, including 22 articles, 2 articles in publication, 1 book chapter, and 2 conference papers.

Another search criterion used was Data Envelopment Analysis and bank in the title with stage in the topic, given that some articles could use the full nomenclature for DEA. Eleven documents were found in the *Web of Science*, including 6 articles and 5 proceedings papers; 13 articles in *ScienceDirect*; and 9 articles and 1 conference article in *Scopus*.

In accordance with [@b0200], it was decided to include only articles published in journals in the review. As many articles were identified more than once due to the different search criteria used, 77 articles were selected.

In step 2, a careful analysis was conducted to verify if the articles actually had a connection with the theme of the present study, i.e., two-stage DEA models in banks. This analysis is complex because of the absence of an accurate definition of what exactly characterizes these models, as discussed in Section [2](#s0010){ref-type="sec"}. Of the 77 articles found, 47 had an appropriate relationship with the research theme. The second search --- conducted in July 2018 in the same databases and considering the same keywords --- found an additional 12 articles that had a relationship with the theme. Thus, the final sample was 59 articles.

4. Classification and coding {#s0030}
============================

After the evaluation of the articles and considering step 3, an analytical framework was developed that contained ten classifications covering topics relevant to the literature on two-stage DEA models. Consequently, each article was classified and coded according to its characteristics and the results found. The classifications were composed of numbers and letters (A, B, D, E, and so on); thus, the coding consists of a combination of letters and numbers. This step is important in identifying the most studied topics and possible gaps in the studies in this area. First, we analyse all the articles jointly to present the general landscape of the literature on two-stage DEA models. Second, we segregate the external and internal two-stage DEA models to determine whether the gaps found are maintained.

Classification 1 addresses the type of two-stage DEA model adopted in the studies, which are coded as A (internal) or B (external) --- the studies coded as A refer to those that analyse the production process in two or more stages by breaking this process down into subprocesses. The studies categorized as B are those that used another procedure in the second stage, outside the production process. The results of this classification will be important to understand exactly what is understood in the literature by the terminology two-stage, as well as to segregate these different types of models.

Classification 2 identifies the economic context of the country of the study in question --- it has an A--C scale of coding possibilities. It should be noted that the C coding was restricted to theoretical studies or literature reviews that did not have a country as the focus of the study. According to [@b0660], much of the literature on bank efficiency focuses on the United States and Europe, neglecting countries with emerging economies. Additionally, when reviewing 80 studies on bank branch efficiency, [@b0490] identified a gap regarding studies considering more than one country in the analysis (only 2 of the 80 articles reviewed involved more than one country). Therefore, this classification enables determining whether the gaps found by [@b0660], [@b0490] also exist in the literature on two-stage DEA models in banks.

Classification 3 refers to the continent of the data analysed by the article in focus. The coding scale is composed of the letters A--F. The results of this classification will be important for identifying possible continents with few studies, thus indicating a gap in geographic perspective. Taking again the literature review of [@b0490], these authors determined that the bulk of research is concentrated in North America and Europe; thus, determining whether this also occurs with the literature on two-stage DEA models in banks is of great importance and will make it possible to direct future research to less studied continents.

Classification 4 analyses the articles in accordance with their research objectives, with the coding scale composed of the letters A--E. To construct this classification, the findings of [@b0490] were considered, which indicated that, in general, the main topics of the studies are as follows: changes in efficiency due to regulations, effect of exogenous variables on efficiency, measurement of efficiency with an indication of benchmarks, and international comparison. As some of the studies analysed here were proposing new adaptations of two-stage models (e.g., the use of new techniques in the second stage, in the case of the external two-stage DEA model, or extensions in the mathematical formulations, in the case of internal models), coding was added for this situation.

Classification 5 identifies the level of research of the analysed works --- the possibilities in the coding scale range from A to D. Exploratory research aims to develop, clarify, and modify concepts and ideas. In general, this type of research is the first step of a broader investigation on a given topic. In turn, the purpose of descriptive research is to describe the characteristics of a certain population or phenomenon or to establish relationships between variables. Explanatory research has as its central concern identifying the factors that determine or contribute to the occurrence of a particular phenomenon. Finally, predictive research seeks to predict future outcomes based on the analysed data. Through this classification, it will be possible to understand which type of research is predominant in this theme.

Classifications 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 address aspects related to the DEA method. As discussed previously, despite the extensive application, there is still no unanimity regarding the basic aspects of a DEA study, for example, which orientation should be adopted (input or output), how to select variables, and what technique should be used in the second stage.

It is known that models with constant returns to scale should be used only if all banks are operating efficiently in scale ([@b0250]), something that is unlikely to occur in practice. However, it is worth noting that one model is not necessarily superior to another given that they measure different phenomena --- the CCR model measures the technical efficiency (TE) or overall efficiency, which is composed of purely technical efficiency (PTE) and scale efficiency (SE), while the BCC model analyses only the PTE, based solely on administrative capacities. In other words, PTE is equivalent to TE, disregarding the impact of the economies or diseconomies of scale.

Another frequent finding in relation to model orientation is that since banks generally do not have control over output levels, orientation towards the input is recommended ([@b0515]). However, given the plurality of existing output variables, this may not always be true. Observing how the literature has been addressing this subject will be important in providing direction for future studies.

Accordingly, classification 6 refers to the DEA model used, with the following possible codings: radial DEA models, with the popular models of [@b0070], [@b0045], known as CCR and BCC, and the non-radial DEA model of Slack-Based Measures (SBM) developed by [@b0605]. While radial models deal with proportional changes in inputs and outputs in order for a given DMU to become efficient, the non-radial models, which focus on slacks, do not make this assumption ([@b0610]). [@b0235] also highlight that both the radial and non-radial models may be biased when there are slacks in the restrictions that define the technology of the production process. A possible existence of slack in the input constraints indicates that a unit can be judged to be efficient even though it could reduce at least one input, maintaining the same output level ([@b0230]).

Classification 7 analyses the returns to scale considered in the studies, which can be constant or variable. It is worth noting that the articles could receive more than one code if they considered both constant and variable returns to scale. The use of the two types of return is necessary to calculate the different types of efficiency, namely, TE, SE, and PTE. In the radial models, the returns to scale take the acronym of the creators of the traditional DEA, the CCR and BCC models, whereas in the case of the non-radial models, although there was the possibility of working with constant or variable returns, this did not occur, given that they were not developed by the authors of the acronym. Articles that did not specify which return was adopted were coded as 7C.

Classification 8 deals with the orientation of the model, which can be as follows: input-oriented, in which, for an inefficient DMU to become efficient, it must keep its outputs constant and reduce its inputs; output-oriented, in which it is sought to increase the outputs while keeping the inputs constant; and non-oriented (often used in NDEA), the objective of which is to maximize the outputs while minimizing the inputs. As some authors do not clearly specify the orientation adopted, there is a coding for such studies (unidentified).

Classification 9 addresses the scope of the analysis, indicating which approach was used for variable selection, which, in turn, will determine which specific function of the bank is being analysed. According to [@b0060], the production approach --- proposed by [@b0055] and which considers the bank's main objective as providing services to its clients --- is more appropriate for bank branch studies, while the intermediation approach of [@b0520] --- which indicates the financial intermediator role as the primary function of the bank --- is more appropriate for studies on the banks themselves. The profit approach --- proposed by [@b0140] --- analyses the bank as a producer of profit components, such as interest and fee income (outputs), generated through the use of inputs, such as operational expenses and the quality of the loan portfolio, i.e., cost components ([@b0005]). Studies that either followed less popular approaches in the literature or proposed a new approach were coded as Others (9D).

Another possible coding for classification 9 concerns studies that combined more than one approach, coded as 9E. For internal two-stage studies in banks, it is quite frequent for the authors to follow one approach in the first stage and another in the second. This is done mainly by combining the production approach with that of intermediation so that the researcher does not need to make a judgement call regarding the dilemma of deposits, as discussed by [@b0285], [@b0220]. This coding, therefore, encompasses studies that have mixed approaches or have treated deposits as an intermediate variable. Studies that did not follow any specific approach or adopted the same variables as previous studies in the literature were coded as 9F.

Classification 10 identifies the procedures adopted by the researcher that characterize the article as a two-stage DEA model. One of the possibilities in the second stage is to use the outputs of the first stage as inputs in the second, as in [@b0525] --- this procedure is known as the intermediate variable technique. In this case, the second stage refers to the production process of a specific bank and is often used to overcome the problem of the DEA treating the production process as a black box ([@b0240]). Another possibility is to use another procedure in the second stage --- this technique is external to the production process. OLS regressions, censored models, such as Tobit, resampling techniques, such as bootstrap, and qualitative techniques, such as AHP, can be used in this stage.

Considering the observations of [@b0565] that using traditional regression techniques in the second stage would not be as appropriate for analysing the effect of the non-discretionary variables (because the DEA efficiency scores have a statistical bias and are highly correlated, requiring the bootstrap procedure to correct these problems), this classification allows the identification of the approach that is the most used in the second stage and if the researchers are following the observations in [@b0565]. Additionally, analysing the techniques adopted in the second stage can be an important step towards a more accurate understanding of the application and definition of the two-stage DEA model in banks.

It is important to highlight that, with the exception of classifications 4, 5, and 6, whose coding options are mutually exclusive, the articles could be coded with more than one code; therefore, the total number of articles in these categories could be more than 59. The classifications, as well as the coding possibilities discussed herein, are presented in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} .Table 2Codes used to analyse the articles.ClassificationMeaningCryptography1Two-stage DEA1A - Internal.1B - External.2Economic Context2A - Mature economy.2B - Non-mature economy.2C - Do not apply.3Geographical Region3A - North America.3B - South America.3C - Europe.3D - Asia.3E - Other regions.3F - Do not apply.4Objective4A - To verify the change in efficiency taking into account reforms, e.g., liberalization and deregulation in the banking industry, changes in the market structure and changes in the economic environment.4B - To measure banking efficiency and indicate benchmarks and opportunities for improvement.4C - To analyse the effect of non-discretionary variables of banks/ branches in efficiency.4D - To propose an extension or a new model/method of DEA to measure efficiency of banks/branches.4E - To make comparisons of efficiency in an international context.5Type of Research5A - Exploratory.5B - Descriptive.5C - Explanatory.5D - Predictive.6DEA Model6A - Radial.6B - Non-radial.7Return of Scale7A - Constant.7B - Variable.7C - Not identified.8Orientation8A - Input.8B - Output.8C - Unoriented.8D - Not identified.9Approach9A - Intermediation.9B - Production.9C - Profit.9D - Others.9E - Combined more than one approach.9F - Not identified/Do not apply.10Procedure Related to the Second Stage10A - Tobit.10B - Analytical hierarchy process.10C - Bootstrapped truncated regression.10D - OLS.10E - Artificial neural networks.10F - Intermediate variables.10G - Others.

5. Results of the literature analysis {#s0035}
=====================================

To present the results in the most detailed manner, we performed a bibliometric analysis and codification. Bearing this procedure in mind, this section is divided into the two following subsections: bibliometric analysis and coding results. We believe that this will enable us to present the state of the art, opportunities, and challenges for future studies on two-stage DEA models in banks.

5.1. Bibliometric analysis {#s0040}
--------------------------

The first dimension presented is the bibliometric analysis. [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"} shows that there is a decentralization of publications with regard to journals. In first place is the journal Expert System with Applications, the scope of which is the application of intelligent systems in businesses, governments, and universities, with nine publications, or 15.25% of the total; followed by the European Journal of Operational Research, with six publications (10.17%); Omega and Research in International Business and Finance, with three publications (5.08%); and the Journal of Banking and Finance, Annals of Operational Research, Economic Modelling, and International Journal of Productivity and Performance Management, with two publications each. The other journals, including Measurement, Socio-Economic Planning Sciences, Benchmarking, North American Journal of Economics and Finance, and Journal of Productivity Analysis, among others (30 in total), had only one publication, and accounted for 50.85% of the publications.Table 3Number of papers per year and per journal.Analysed CriteriaClassificationAmountPercentage (%)JournalExpert System with Applications915.25European Journal of Operational Research610.17Omega35.08Research in International Business and Finance35.08Annals of Operational Research23.39Economic Modelling23.39Int. Journal of Productivity and Performance Managemen23.39Journal of banking and Finance23.39Others3050.85Year200311.69200511.69200611.69200811.69200923.39201023.39201146.78201246.782013610.172014610.172015915.25201658.4720171016.952018711.86

The first publication of the analysed sample was that of [@b0425], followed by [@b0050], [@b0495]. Between 2000 and 2010, there were few publications regarding two-stage DEA models in banks. The scenario began to change after 2010, with four publications in 2011 and 2014 and six in 2013 and 2014. In 2015, there were nine publications --- the year with the second highest number of articles published, behind 2017, with ten publications. It is worth mentioning the publication in 2018, given that until July, the month when the article search was conducted, there were already seven publications. This analysis is important because it shows that, over time, the interest in two-stage DEA models in banks has grown considerably.

The year 2018 will possibly surpass the other years in terms of number of publications, and if there is no sudden change in the trend, the same will occur in 2019. The recent interest in two-stage DEA models specifically in the banking sector indicates an emerging topic in the literature, as already discussed in Section [3](#s0025){ref-type="sec"}, which means that a great opportunity exists for researchers in future studies. It is worth noting that despite the growth in the number of publications at the global level, various opportunities for application still remain, given that there is a large plurality of non-discretionary variables to be analysed, as well as different models and approaches in DEA, in addition to different countries that lack research, for example, Latin America countries. Given this growth, reviewing how this model has been applied is of paramount importance for a better understanding of how two-stage DEA models have been applied in banks and to provide guidance for future studies.

Regarding the relevance of the studies, the number of citations may be a good indicator ([@b0440]). [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} shows that the most cited study (162 citations) was that of [@b0685], which combined DEA with ANN to analyse the efficiency of 142 branches of a Canadian bank, followed by the study of [@b0425], with 134 citations, in which NDEA was used, with each stage independent of the other --- profitability efficiency was analysed in the first stage and marketability efficiency in the second for 245 U.S. banks, similar to the work of [@b0525].

The other three most cited articles were those of [@b0485], [@b0495], [@b0575], with 111, 105, and 87 citations, respectively. [@b0485] analysed the efficiency of 816 branches of a Canadian bank through an external two-stage DEA model, in which the outputs of the second stage were the efficiency scores calculated in the first stage, considering three different approaches. [@b0495] evaluated banking efficiency in 95 countries, verifying the impact of regulatory factors on efficiency. [@b0575] estimated the cost, allocative, and technical efficiency of Brazilian banks, analysing the impact of non-discretionary variables on efficiency.

Because the two-stage DEA model is a more recent variation of the DEA model, this number of citations has great potential to increase considerably over the next few years as more research is published. It is worth emphasizing that the number of citations was collected in August 2018 and may have increased since then.

Thirty-five studies were longitudinal, whereas 19 were cross-sectional. Thirteen studies analysed the efficiency of bank branches, whereas 46 considered the banks themselves. With very few exceptions, the vast majority involved 2 to 10 inputs and outputs at each stage, whereas the number of DMUs analysed varied considerably, from 16 in some cases up to 246, but always respecting the rule, discussed in [@b0100], of having three times more observations than the total number of variables[5](#fn5){ref-type="fn"} .

5.2. Coding results {#s0045}
-------------------

Considering now the second dimension of the results, the respective codings of each study are presented in [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"} . The gaps will be presented under the following abbreviations: $G_{1,2,\ldots,x}$ for gaps that refer to both internal and external two-stage DEA models, $\mathit{Gi}_{1,2,\ldots,x}$ for gaps referring only to internal two-stage DEA models, and $\mathit{Ge}_{1,2,\ldots,x}$ for gaps referring only the external ones. First, to provide an overview of how the literature is categorized when referring to the two-stage terminology in banks, we will analyse the internal and external two-stage articles together, and second, we will segregate them to determine if the identified gaps are maintained and if there are new gaps to be indicated.Table 4Results of codifications. **Note:** The articles were classified by the year of publication, as in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}.Article Classification1234567891011A2A3A4B5A6A7A/7B8A9B10F21B2A3C4C5C6A7B8B9F10C31B2A3A4D5D6A7A8A9F10E41B2A/2B3A/3B/3C/3D/3E4E5C6A7A/7B8C9A10A51B2B3D4D5D6A7A/7B8B9F10E61B2A/2B3D4A5C6B7B8C9A10G71B2B3B4C5C6A7C8A9A10A/10G81A2A3C4B5C6A7B8A9C10F91B2B3D4D5C6A7B8B9F10B101A2A3A4D5C6A7B8C9E10F111B2A3A4B5C6B7A/7B8A/8B9A/9B/9C10G121A2B3D4B5B6A7A8D9F10F131A2A3D4D5B6A7B8A9F10F141B2B3D4E5C6A7B8A9A10C151B2A3D4C5C6A7A/7B8A9F10G161A2A3D4B5C6A7A8D9E10F171B2A3C4A5D6A7B8A9A10C181B2B3D4B5C6A7C8D9F10B191A2A3D4D5C6B7B8C9E10F201A2B3D4D5C6B7C8C9E10F211B2B3C4D5B6A7A8D9D10G221A/1B2B3D4C5C6A7C8D9F10F/10G231A2A3A4D5B6A7C8C9D10F241A/1B2B3D4D5C6B7B8C9D10D/10F251A2B3E4B5C6A7B8A9E10F261A2B3D4A5C6A7B8D9E10F271A/1B2A3A4C5C6A7C8D9A10C/10F281A/1B2B3B4B5C6A7C8D9A10C/10F291A2B3D4D5C6B7B8C9B10F301A2A3D4B5C6B7B8C9F10F311A/1B2B3D4D5B6A7A8B9F10F/10G321A2A3D4D5C6B7C8D9D10F331A/1B2A3A4D5D6A7A8B9E10F/10E341B2B3D4B5C6A7C8D9A10G351B2B3D4C5C6A7B8A9A10C361B2A3C4D5C6A7A8A9A10G371A/1B2A3D4C5C6A7A/7B8C9E10A/10F381B2B3D4A5C6A7B8D9A10A391A2B3D4C5C6A7C8D9F10F401B2B3D4C5C6A7A/7B8A9A10C411B2B3E4C5D6A7B8D9B10G421B2B3E4D5C6A7C8D9B10C431B2A3C4A5C6A7B8A9C10C441B2B3E4C5C6A7A/7B8A9A10C451A/1B2B3D4B5C6B7B8B9E10B/10F461B2B3D4C5C6A7A8B9A10A471A/1B2A3D4D5C6A7B8D9A10C/10F/10G481A/1B2B3D4B5C6A7C8D9E10C/10F491B2B3D4C5C6A7B8B9A10D501A/1B2A3D4D5C6A7B8C9E10F/10C511A2B3D4D5D6A7B8D9E10F521B2B3E4C5C6A7A8C9E10A/10G531B2B3D4D5C6A7A/7B8B9B10G541B2B3D4C5C6A7A8B9C10C551B2A3C4C5C6A7A8B9C10C561B2A3C4D5C6B7A/7B8A/8B9A10G571A2A3A4D5C6A7C8C9A10F581A/1B2B3D4C5C6A7C8D9F10A/10F591A2B3E4D5B6B7C8D9C10F

The first classification to be analysed addresses the type of two-stage DEA model adopted in the studies, with the following coding possibilities: A --- internal two-stage DEA model, and B --- external two-stage DEA model. There were 18 studies for the internal two-stage model, 29 for external two-stage, and 12 combining the internal and external models. These results are shown in [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} and indicate that when referring to the term two-stage in banks, models that use some technique after measuring the efficiency by DEA predominate. Interestingly, few studies used both the two-stage DEA model to overcome the black box problem (internal) and the model that allows a more complete analysis (external). Considering this aspect, the following gap emerges:$G_{1}$: More studies could combine internal and external two-stage DEA models. These two types of two-stage models are becoming increasingly common in the literature and can complement each other to make the analysis even more realistic and complete. While internal two-stage DEA models overcome limitations related to the production process, the use of some technique in the second stage enables a more in-depth analysis. Fig. 4Frequency distribution for the Classification 1.

Analysing the studies over time, it can be seen that combining the two types of two-stage DEA models has occurred in more recent years. The first study in the analysed sample that combined the two types of model was [@b0690], followed by [@b0290], [@b0650]. In 2017 alone, four studies combined these models --- of all the articles that applied internal and external two-stage DEA models, 33.33% were published in 2017.

Two-stage DEA models may be vulnerable to the problem of separability, as discussed in [@b0570], [@b0115]. Considering this potential drawback, we suggested the tests presented in [@b0115] to verify the separability condition. If the separability assumption is violated, conditional efficiency models could be used, following [@b0135], [@b0120], [@b0360], [@b0355], [@b0445], [@b0630].

The second classification, which considers the economic context of the countries analysed, has the following coding possibilities: A --- mature economy; B --- non-mature economy; and C --- not applicable, which corresponds to studies that had no empirical analysis. Twenty-three studies were conducted in countries considered to be mature economies or developed economies (i.e., they were coded with the letter A), whereas 33 studies were conducted in emerging non-mature economies ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"} ). Despite the predominance of studies in less developed economies, this difference is not very large, which indicates that the literature is not prioritizing one type of economy over another but rather analysing the banking sector in different economic contexts.Fig. 5Frequency distribution for the Classification 2.

It is interesting to note that despite the predominance of undeveloped economic contexts in the sample of studies, this was not valid for the older articles, in which the analysis of the banking sector of mature economies prevailed. Upon analysing the coding of the ten oldest articles in the analysed sample, it could be seen that five considered mature economies, two considered both economic contexts, and only three dealt with non-mature economies. This indicates that --- as discussed by [@b0660] --- less developed countries were overlooked, something that has been reversed over time.

Comparing the publications on internal two-stage DEA models with external ones, it can be seen that there is a large difference in the economic contexts. If in the articles of the first type of model, there was a slight predominance of publications in developed economies (10 *versus* 8), when referring to the second type of model, 18 articles were focused on the banking sector in non-mature economies *versus* 9 in mature economies. Given this, the following question emerges:$\mathit{Ge}_{1}$: When the two-stage DEA model used is the external type, why are researchers prioritizing less developed economic contexts, as opposed to studies that have used internal two-stage DEA models and the observations by [@b0660] that, generally, more developed countries are more frequently the focus of studies? One possible answer is that due to the instability of non-mature economies, environmental factors tend to exert a greater influence on efficiency --- something that the researcher must consider. This hypothesis lacks testing but could be verified in future studies.

Only two studies ([@b0600], [@b0495]) have been conducted considering these two contexts simultaneously --- both involved external two-stage models. These two studies found that the difference in context between one country and another has a significant effect on efficiency. Therefore, more research is needed to analyse different economic contexts in the same study. It is worth highlighting that [@b0490] found the same gap when reviewing studies on bank branches, which indicates that this gap has existed for some time and has not been explored by researchers. One difficulty for this could be the limitation in obtaining data from more than one country, or the difficulty of comparing banks in different countries when using DEA, a technique of relative efficiency; however, as some researchers --- for example, [@b0495], [@b0600] --- have managed to overcome such limitations, others could also do the same by following these authors. Thus, the gap resulting from classification 2 is as follows:$G_{2}$: Given that the economic context can have a significant effect on efficiency, more research that considers these different contexts --- such as that by [@b0495], [@b0600] --- is needed.

The geographical region of the countries evaluated is identified in classification 3. This classification, which aggregates information of the second classification, has the following coding options: A --- North America, B --- South America, C --- Europe, D --- Asia, E --- other regions, and F --- not applicable. Eight studies were conducted in North America, two in South America ([@b0575], [@b0660]), eight in Europe, 34 in Asia, six in other regions (Africa, Oceania, and Central America), and only one in more than one continent ([@b0495]), as shown in [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"} . When considering how articles studied the different geographic regions over time, as well as the type of two-stage DEA model used, no large variations were observed.Fig. 6Frequency distribution for the Classification 3.

There was a large concentration of studies in the Asian continent --- nine studies in China, seven in Taiwan, and five in Iran. Despite the predominance of publications that studied the banking sector of Asian countries, the United States was the focus of six studies. A similar situation occurred with Greece, with four articles. Both the USA and Greece accounted for virtually all the publications in their respective regions. Thus, the following gap was identified:$G_{3}$: Why are researchers so focused on studying the Asian continent? In general, the other continents need more research, especially an analysis that encompasses more than one continent. Furthermore, various countries do not have any publications, for example, Latin American countries (excluding Brazil) and European countries (excluding Greece and Germany). Studies in other countries are also needed.

Another relevant aspect is that only the study of [@b0495] was done in more than one continent, which indicates a clear need for more research that considers different continents. Although the gap discussed in classification 2 is related to this, the focus in that gap was to consider different economic contexts rather than different geographic regions. With this in mind, the following gap was identified:$G_{4}$: Studies that consider different geographic regions are necessary so that international evidence can be found regarding the impacts that a given environmental variable has on efficiency, as the comparison between different studies in the literature has the complication that the authors can use different DEA models, as well as different variables as inputs or outputs, thus making it difficult to compare the results found. Consequently, a researcher maintaining the same model and the same variables in different continents would solve this problem and would also enable researchers to determine how the impact of these non-discretionary variables on efficiency would change with the continents considered, thus making an international comparison possible.

Regarding classification 4, five coding possibilities were elaborated to categorize the objectives of the articles as follows: A --- determine efficiency variation over time due to reforms, B --- measure efficiency and indicate benchmarks, C --- analyse the impact of non-discretionary variables on efficiency, D --- propose an extension or a new DEA method/model, and E --- international comparison. [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"} shows the classifications of the studies: five were classified as 4A (i.e., they aimed to determine the impact of reforms and regulations on banking efficiency), twelve were classified as 4B (comprising the studies that measured efficiency and discussed benchmarks for improving inefficiencies), seventeen were classified as 4C (determination of the impact of non-discretionary variables on efficiency), twenty-three were classified as 4D (representing the studies that proposed new models or adaptations to two-stage DEA models with applications in the banking sector), and only two were classified as 4E, whose main objective was international comparison. Thus, a gap can be seen in this last coding; however, as this gap has already been discussed, no new gap was identified. It is worth mentioning that when analysing the objectives of the articles over time, interest in determining the impact of non-discretionary variables has increased.Fig. 7Frequency distribution for the Classification 4.

The slight concentration of studies in the coding 4D was expected, given the predominance of publications in high impact journals, which, in turn, demands a certain degree of innovation from researchers, whether in changes to the mathematical formulations of the model or in the combination of new techniques with DEA in the second external stage. The coding with the second most published articles consists basically of one of the essences of the external two-stage DEA models, i.e., determining the impact of exogenous variables on efficiency. Various internal factors of banks --- size ([@b0575], [@b0690]); state or private control ([@b0575], [@b0660], [@b0580], [@b0590]); foreign or domestic ([@b0590], [@b0660]); dividend payment policies ([@b0665]); capitalization ([@b0590]); profitability ([@b0540]); intellectual capital ([@b0650]); risk ([@b0645], [@b0625]); macroeconomic factors ([@b0690]), such as the country's gross domestic product, inflation, and industry factors ([@b0215]); and, finally, factors unique to each country ([@b0495]) --- were considered. One topic of interest identified was the objective of assessing possible Mergers and Acquisitions (M&A) ([@b0655], [@b0660], [@b0675], [@b0670], [@b0265]).

With the segregation of the types of two-stage DEA models, large variations in the results of the codings are expected, given that the internal and external models overcome the distinct limitations of traditional DEA models. Thus, for the internal models, only [@b0505] aimed to analyse the impact of exogenous variables on efficiency. These authors calculated three different models --- one not including risk and two with this variable modelled in the NDEA. The predominant objective in this type of two-stage model was to propose extensions of the DEA models (10 publications), followed by the indication of benchmarks (6 publications).

Regarding the external models, the main objective was to analyse the impact of exogenous variables --- 12 of the 29 studies had this objective. Eight studies proposed extensions to the DEA models, with the use of new techniques in the second stage or changes in the mathematical formulations of the model; four specifically analysed variations in efficiency due to banking freedom or deregulation; three sought to indicate benchmarks for improving efficiency; and the aim of two was international comparison.

As highlighted in [@b0120], the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) in 2007--2008 demonstrated the weaknesses of banking systems and the importance of understanding the mechanisms that improve bank performance. Considering the impact of financial institutions to the economy ([@b0475], [@b0485], [@b0640]), and since banks are often the target of new regulations after fiscal crises ([@b0265], [@b0600]), we consider the following gap related to the external models, as internal models would not be appropriate for solving these situations:$\mathit{Ge}_{2}$: How banking efficiency is affected by economic crises and changes in the regulation of the sector? This question is even more relevant in the contemporary context, given the global economic recession triggered by the COVID-19. Some studies identify a relevant relationship between economy and efficiency in the banking sector. For instance, [@b0210], [@b0220] identify an overall worsening in the efficiency of Turkish banks due to the economic environment. In [@b0210], the negative impact could be explained by a specific crisis in the country, whereas in [@b0220] the explanation could be related to the GFC. Similarly, [@b0130] and [@b0355] observe evidence of a degradation in productivity of European banks during the GFC. In addition, [@b0120] detect a positive nonlinear relationship among financial centres' competitiveness, banks' stability and innovation capacity levels. Future research could include further discussion regarding how financial crisis and changes in regulations affect the efficiency of banks.

Classification 5 discusses the level of research, with the following coding possibilities: A --- exploratory, B --- descriptive, C --- explanatory, and D --- predictive. One study was classified as exploratory, six as descriptive, forty-six as explanatory, and six as predictive ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"} ). Only the study of [@b0425] was classified as exploratory, precisely because it was the first conducted in the group of studies analysed, thus providing guidance for future research. It is worth mentioning that the authors themselves also classified their studies as such. When separating the types of two-stage models, no large variation was perceived that would justify a segregated analysis.Fig. 8Frequency distribution for the Classification 5.

The six studies classified as predictive were those of [@b0685], [@b0460], [@b0265], [@b0385], [@b0670], [@b0545]. [@b0265], [@b0670] sought to predict the efficiency behaviour of Greek and Mozambican banks, respectively, with possible M&As and, in the case of [@b0670], with changes in the majority shareholder, for example, if a public bank were acquired by a private bank. [@b0385], [@b0685], [@b0460] combined DEA with ANN techniques to develop a model to predict bank performance, while [@b0545] developed a production possibility set (PPS) for M&As. Considering the small number of predictive studies, the following gap was identified:$G_{5}$: As most of the articles in the literature on two-stage DEA are focused on explaining the efficiency scores found *ex-post facto*, there is a lack of studies seeking to predict efficiency behaviour in certain situations *ex-ante facto*, for example, in M&As, at times when the economy is heating or cooling, and how a new specific regulation would affect efficiency, among other possibilities. In short, there is a need for more predictive research.

It is worth noting that despite there being only one exploratory study ([@b0425]), the need for further studies with this level of research was not suggested, as this type of research is the first stage of an investigation on a certain topic. It would be necessary for researchers to identify something that the literature has not yet discussed. Given the complexity of this, it was decided to not indicate gaps in this sense.

Classification 6 analyses the type of DEA model used and is coded with the following letters: A --- radial and B --- non-radial. Most of the articles (48) adopted radial models; whereas 11 articles involved non-radial models, using the SBM model. This indicates that in most of the studies, for a bank to become efficient, it must make proportional changes in its inputs or outputs, given that this is one of the characteristics of radial models. These results are shown in [Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"} .Fig. 9Frequency distribution for the Classification 6.

Regarding classification 7, which analyses the returns to scale adopted, models that involved variable returns to scale were the most used (present in 33 studies), with use as follows: individual; combined with constant return models to identify if the banks were presenting increasing, constant or decreasing returns to scale; or involving more complex models (e.g., network or fuzzy). Eight articles exclusively used the CRS model. The reason for the low utilization of the CRS model was precisely due to the aspect discussed by [@b0250] --- that the constant returns to scale model should only be used if all analysed DMUs are operating at the optimal level, which is very difficult to do in real terms. [Fig. 10](#f0050){ref-type="fig"} shows the results for this classification.Fig. 10Frequency distribution for the Classification 7.

The segregated analysis of internal and external models does not add new information to the discussion about classification 6 and classification 7. The predominance in both the internal and external models was of articles that adopted variable returns to scale, with the small difference that the CCR model was used proportionally more in the external models than the internal ones. However, this greater use of the CCR model is mainly due to the joint use with the BCC model, which makes it possible to calculate the SE. Thus, the results found in these classifications indicate that radial models account for the vast majority of DEA models used and confirm that researchers have sought to work with variable returns to scale models rather than constant returns to scale models, following the recommendation of [@b0250]. Because the methodological aspects of the DEA model are being addressed, no gap was identified in this classification.

Classification 8, which verifies the orientation of the DEA model in the analysed studies, had the following coding possibilities: A --- input- oriented model, B --- output-oriented model, C --- unoriented, and D --- not identified. Fourteen studies followed the input orientation; eleven followed the output orientation; two estimated the DEA model oriented at first to inputs and later oriented to outputs ([@b0475], [@b0485]); thirteen adopted an unoriented model, which sought both the minimization of inputs and the maximization of outputs; and nineteen studies did not specify the orientation adopted in their models. It is worth highlighting that the unoriented models were much more frequent in articles that used internal two-stage DEA models. These results are shown in [Fig. 11](#f0055){ref-type="fig"} .Fig. 11Frequency distribution for the Classification 8.

The slight predominance of articles that adopted the input orientation rather than the output orientation reveals that researchers have generally followed the argument of [@b0515] that banks do not have control over their outputs and, therefore, input orientation is more appropriate. However, at the time of the study by [@b0515], the DEA models that simultaneously minimized inputs and maximized outputs were not yet popular. Thus, for the current context, the recommendation of these authors may not be as strong and relevant as at the time it was proposed.

Classification 9 deals with the approach used in the studies for selecting the model's variables, which will define the scope of the analysis, with the following possible codings: A --- intermediation approach, B --- production approach, C --- profit approach, D --- other ways of selecting variables, E --- combination of approaches, and F --- not specified. Thirteen studies did not specify or did not use a specific approach (many of these studies only considered the variables used by other authors and opted to replicate them). Most of the studies (18) followed only the intermediation approach. Five used the production approach, five used the profit approach, and thirteen studies combined more than one approach (i.e., in the first stage, they analysed the bank's efficiency in one function, and in the second stage, they analysed it in another). These results are shown in [Fig. 12](#f0060){ref-type="fig"} .Fig. 12Frequency distribution for the Classification 9.

One important observation is that the suggestion of [@b0060] --- that in studies dealing with branches, the production approach should be chosen, whereas in studies with banks, the intermediation approach should be chosen --- is not being followed, given the small number of articles that have used the production approach.

Interestingly, despite the predominance of the use of the intermediation approach for variable selection, especially in studies that used external two-stage DEA models, when considering the studies that used internal two-stage DEA models, only [@b0295], [@b0215], [@b0650] used the intermediation approach. However, it is worth highlighting that most of these studies combined more than one approach (i.e., they were coded as 9E), seeking to treat deposits as intermediate or to analyse different bank functions. In this context, deposits was the most used variable as intermediate.

Another aspect that should be highlighted is the low number of studies that used more than one approach --- only [@b0485] used at least three approaches in different efficiency estimates to analyse how efficiency varied from one model to another. This is especially relevant in the case of the banking sector because, as discussed in [@b0285] regarding the deposits variable, the way a variable is treated will influence which banks will be indicated as efficient by the model. Additionally, there is no consensus in the literature as to the most appropriate approach to measure bank efficiency, as each of the approaches analyse the bank from a different perspective. Given the above, the following gaps emerge, in which $G_{7}$ is a motivating gap for the use of internal two-stage DEA models, considering that only through the internal models is this issue resolved:$G_{6}$: Given that DEA results are quite sensitive to the variables that will be part of the model, studies considering more than one approach are important to verify the behaviour of the results with different variables. $G_{7}$: Given the difficulty in dealing with the deposits variable (a judgement call must be made by the researcher), a new group of studies has been directing how to treat this variable ([@b0285], [@b0220]), which is to consider it as an intermediate variable. [@b0220], [@b0125] argue that considering deposit as an intermediate variable provides a plausible solution to this dilemma, since this variable can be both input and output ([@b0060]). Thus, the double role that the variable deposit can play would remain intact. Future research could take this aspect into account and conduct studies treating this variable as such.

The last classification to be discussed --- classification 10 --- verified the procedures adopted by the researcher that characterize the article as a two-stage DEA model (either internal or external) and had the following coding possibilities: A -- Tobit, B -- AHP, C -- bootstrapped truncated regression, D -- OLS, E -- Artificial Neural Networks, F -- intermediate variables, and G -- other techniques. The results in this classification showed that three studies used only Tobit in the second stage ([@b0465], [@b0495], [@b0165]), two used only the AHP ([@b0370], [@b0040]), ten used only bootstrapped truncated regressions, one used only an OLS regression ([@b0540]), eighteen used only the intermediate variable model, two used only ANN ([@b0685], [@b0460]) and nine used only other techniques, such as stochastic simulations and the Monte Carlo algorithm ([@b0625]), support vector machine ([@b0670]), beta regressions ([@b0675], [@b0690]), panel analysis ([@b0540]), among others. Finally, in 14 studies, more than one technique was used in the second stage. The results of this coding are shown in [Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"} .Table 5Classification according to item 10.Second Stage ProcedureNumber of ArticlesTobit3Analytical hierarchy process2Bootstrapped truncated regression10Artificial neural network2Tobit and Int. variables2Tobit and others2AHP and Int. variables1ANN and Int. variables1Bootstrap and Int. variables4Bootstrap, Int. variables and others1OLS1OLS and Int. variables1Intermediate variables18Intermediate variables and others2Others9

Considering these results, it can be seen that the most frequent application of two-stage DEA models in banks is to use the outputs of the first stage as inputs of the second stage, that is, two-stage models concerned with the production process. Despite the predominance of external two-stage DEA models, as discussed in classification 1, there is a wide variety of possible techniques to apply in the second stage, while all the articles concerning two internal stages inevitably used intermediate variables. For this reason, this superiority is, to some extent, expected.

Considering only the articles on external models (either combined with internal models or not), there was a small dominance in the number of articles that adopted the bootstrapped truncated regression (15), followed by other techniques in the second stage (14). Examining only the studies whose objective was to determine the impact of non-discretionary variables on efficiency (classified as code 4C), of the 17 studies, 11 used bootstrapped truncated regression, which was the main technique for this purpose. Furthermore, following the trend --- verified in classification 4 --- of the growing interest of researchers in determining the impact of non-discretionary variables on efficiency over time, the bootstrapped truncated regression has become more popular in recent years.

As in categories 5, 6, and 7, no gap was identified in our classification, as the objective was to verify which technique was predominant in the second stage. However, this evidence helps future researches in the definition of which technique would be the most appropriate to study specific phenomenon. It is important to emphasize that results of studies that explored external models could susceptible to drawbacks if the condition of separability does not hold, as discussed by [@b0565], [@b0570]. Therefore, future research could re-analyse these studies using the test proposed by [@b0115]. In this context, there are opportunities for research aiming to not only reproduce results but also check robustness of empirical results taking into account the separability issue.

5.3. Exogenous variables {#s0050}
------------------------

In addition to the terminological discussions already covered in this study, another controversial aspect in the literature is the impact of exogenous variables on efficiency. Although this topic is specific to external two-stage DEA models, we chose to address it because of its relevance to this model type, as it is the most frequent motivation for using external two-stage models; however, more in-depth discussion is needed.

We recognize that the results of these studies may suffer from the problem of separability. However, we understand that it is not possible to separate the application of a chain of two-stage DEA models from the analysis the impact of exogenous variables. It is not the purpose of our research to discard all previous studies that used two-stage DEA models simply because they did not consider separability issues, but rather to propose an initial discussion on one of the most popular topics in the banking efficiency literature today. By providing an overview summarizing the results of a large number of current studies, we can also contribute to another controversial aspect, which is the impact of the exogenous variables in efficiency.

When referring to a particular exogenous variable, such as bank profitability, it is known that the impact on efficiency is quite ambiguous. This problem appears with practically all exogenous variables considered in the literature, with no consensus regarding what the actual impact on bank efficiency is. A possible explanation for the ambiguity is the use of different DEA models, which analyse different efficiency types, although the efficiency types are highly correlated ([@b0580]), as well as the use of different variable selection approaches.

To give this discussion direction, [Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"} presents information on the input and output variables, the type of efficiency analysed (PTE and TE), the variable selection approach used in the study, the exogenous variables used, and their impact on efficiency. Thus, the results obtained with respect to the effect of these environmental variables on efficiency can be analysed from the perspective of the approach used in each study, that is, in the different functions performed by the bank. It is worth emphasizing that [Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"} lists only the articles that analysed the effect of non-discretionary variables on efficiency.Table 6Inputs, outputs, exogenous variables and their impacts on efficiency, by approach and efficiency.NumberType of EfficiencyScope of AnalysisInputs 1^o^StageIntermediate VariablesOutputs 2^o^ StageExogenous VariablesImpact on Efficiency37TE and PTE.Profitability (1st stage) and marketability (2nd stage).Number of employees, fixed assets and information technology expenditure annual.Deposits, liabilities and ATFD (Amount of trading by financial derivatives).Operating diversification, branches and non performing loans recovered.Two governance variables: Government Shareholdings (SOE), Financial Holding Subsidiary (FHS). Variables related to risk factors: Exchange Rate Volatility (ERV), Interest Volatility (INV), Long-term loan to capital (LCR). Variable related to Basel III Accord: Capital Adequacy Ratio (CAR).**TE:** CAR, ERV, SOE and FHS have positive impact and LCR has negative impact. **SE:** CAR, SOE and FHS positive, ERV, IRV negative. **PTE:** CAR and FHS positive, ERV and IRV negative.24PTE.Deposits generation (1st stage) and loan generation (2nd stage).Fixed assets, equity and personnel expenses.Deposits and other raised funds.Gross loans, other earning assets and an undesirable output of non-performing loans.Risk, assets liquidity, interest margin, shareholders behind and scale effect. Macroeconomic factors: the annual growth rate of GDP (g gdp), annual growth rate of money (GRM) and market structure.**Overall** - Positive impact: risk, liquidity, shareholders behind and size. Negative impact: interest margin. Others variables were not statistically significant. **Stage 1** - Positive impact: risk, liquidity, shareholders behind, size and GRM. Other variables were not statistically significant. **Stage 2** - Positive impact: liquidity and assets. Negative impact: interest margin, Shareholders behind and GRM.11SBM - TE and PTE.Intermediation approach, production approach and profit approach.Production: nine personnel-related inputs. Intermediation (5): cash balances, fixed assets, other liabilities, net non performing loans, loan loss experience. Profit (6): personnel expenses, occupancy/computer expenses, loan losses, cross charges, other expenses and sundry expenses.Do not apply.Production: (9) segregated by the three main costumers type: Retail: relationship, service, internal. Commercial: relationship, service, internal. Corporate: relationship, service, internal. Intermediation: (6) Wealth management, home-owner mortgages, consumer lending, commercial loans, commercial deposits, consumer deposits. Profit: (7) comissions, consumer deposits, consumer lending, wealth management, home mortgages, commercial deposits e commercial loans.Regions, market size and scale.Some regions of Canada showed higher efficiency values for each model analysed. Branches in Rural market had a better performance in profit and production than Small Urban and Major Urban branches. In the three efficiencies considered, increasing asset size results in a larger percentage of branches being classified as DRS.48Not identified.Intermediation (1st stage) and Profit (2nd stage).Fixed assets, number of employees and loanable funds (Deposits and borrowings).Advances and investment.Interest income and non interest income.Size, liquidity, profitability, risk, diversification, ownership, IC.**Intermediation efficiency:** Size, liquidity and priority positively impacted, IC negatively impacted and the others variables were not statistically significant. Profit efficiency (operating): profitability and diversification had a positive impact, whereas the other variables were not significant.50PTE.Intermediation and profit.Operational expenses, loanable funds and capital stock.Investment, performing loans and outputs that leaves the production system: service revenues and nonperforming loan.Interest income and investment revenue.Ratio of investments to loans and the ratio of nonperforming loans to performing loans.No significance was found in the estimations assessed.49Malmquist.Intermediation approach.Total deposits ($x_{1}$), total labour ($x_{2}$) and capital ($x_{3}$).Do not apply.Total loans ($y_{1}$) and total investments ($y_{2}$).Bank specific (7): Size, credit risk, capitalization, market power, liquidity, management efficiency and dummy for domestic islamic bank. Macroeconomics: economic growth, inflation and world financial crisis.TFPCH --- negative impact: capitalization. Liquidity and world financial crisis had positive impacts, however the relationship varies among models.28Not identified.Intermediation approach.Number of branches and number of employees.Administrative expenses and personnel expenses.Equity and permanent assets.Size, public, domestic, foreign and recent M& A.**Cost Efficiency:** Size and recent M&A positively impacted, whereas the other variables were not significant. **Productive efficiency:** State owned positively impacted, recent M&A negatively impacted and the others variables were not significant.27Not identified.Intermediation approach.$X_{1}$: total liability ratio; $X_{2}$: total equity ratio; $X_{3}$: unit cost of employee.$Y_{1}$: profit ratio; $Y_{2}$: return on asset (ROA); $Y_{3}$: return on equity (ROE).Book-to-market equity ratio (B/M) and Earnings to price ratio (E/P).Intellectual capital, measured by three variables: human capital (HC), structural capital (SC) and relational capital (RC)The efficiency assessed is the efficiency of each subprocess combined through the relational network model. HC, SC e RC positively impacted the efficiency.34Not identified.Intermediation approach.Capital, deposits and labour.Do not apply.Conventional banks: interest income, non-interest income and total loans. Islamic banks: financing income, non-interest income and total financing.Three macroeconomic variables: Growth domestic product (GDP), inflation and concentration. Seven bank specific variables: Dummy for islamic banks, size, capitalization, profitability, credit risk, diversification and market power.Market power, the fact that the bank is islamic, GDP, profitability and concentration showed positive impacts on efficiency. Size, capitalization and diversification had negative impacts and inflation and credit risk were not statistically significant.17PTE.Intermediation approach.Deposits, number of employees and fixed assets.Do not apply.Securities and loans.Potential M&A.During the crisis, the vast majority of potential M&A did not generate gains in efficiency. In the last year analysed this situation changed with an improvement in efficiency due to M&A.14PTE.Intermediation approach.Interest expenses, operational expenses net of personnel expenses, personnel expenses and total deposits.Do not apply.Performing loans, other earning assets, interest revenue and non-interest revenue.Influence of integration and coordination efforts on banking efficiency, and on convergence within the GCC countries.Tests corroborate convergence in banking efficiency. Integration and harmonization measures had a significant effect on efficiency and on the degree of homogeneity in the GCC banking industry.35PTE.Intermediation approach.Total deposits, capital and personnel expenses.Do not apply.Loans, investments and non-interest income.Six bank specific variables: ratio of loan loss provisions to total loans (LLP/TL), ratio of non-interest income over total assets (NII/TA), ratio of non-interest expenses to total assets (NIE/TA), LOANS/TA, LN(TA), EQASS. Five external factors: LN(GDP), LN(INFL), LN(CR3), LN(Z-score), LN(MKTCAP/GDP). Bank ownership: (foreign, governmental, listed in the public stocks).Positive impacts: Size (lnTA), capitalization (LN(EQASS)), diversification (ln (NII/TA)), GDP, CR3, Z-score (proxy for sector risk to default) and foreign. Negative impacts: LN(MKTCAP/GDP) (Proxy for financial market development), listed in the public stocks and governamental. Other variables were not statistically significant.38PTE.Intermediation approach.Total funding, fixed assets and number of employees.Do not apply.Net profit and other earning assets.Governance reform variables: foreign partial acquisition, public listing, short-term and long term partial foreign partial acquisition, short term and long term public listing. Control variables: time, state-owned banks, equity to total assets and GDP growth.Public listing, time, state-owned banks, equity to total assets and GDP growth positively impacted efficiency. On the other hand, foreign partial acquisition negatively impacted efficiency. Other variables were not statistically significant.47PTE.Intermediation approach.Number of employees and physical capital.Deposits.Performing loans, securities investments and a bad output: Nonperforming loans.Capitalization, Net Interest Margin (NIM), risk, Industrial Index, bankrupt loans (BRL).Capitalization, NIM, risk and BRL negatively impacted efficiency, whereas Industrial Index had a positive impact.6SBM-PTE.Intermediation approach.Deposits, labour, capital and physical capitalDo not apply.Loans adjusted to non-performing loans, investments and other earning assets, fee income and off-balance sheet items.Variables related to restructuring measures: dummy variables for domestic bank mergers (MER), foreign bank entry (FOR), and state intervention (SI). Five country-specific factors: Market Concentration Index (MC), Interbank Interest Rate (INT), Intermediation Ratio (IR), per capita GDP (PCGDP), and IMF supports (IMFS); Control variable: Size.The impacts analysed are not in the efficiency index but in the lacks of the inputs. Several variables had an impact on these lacks.7TE.Intermediation approach.Labour, capital and purchased funds.Do not apply.Total loans net of provision loans, deposits and investments.Size, ownership, non-performing loan (NPL), market share (MS), equity and activity.**Allocative efficiency**: NPL and equity negatively impacted; MS, the fact that the bank is domestic and state-owned positively impacted efficiency. **Technical efficiency**: MS had a positive impact; **Cost efficiency**: MS and state-owned positively impacted and MS of the previous year negatively impacted. Other variables were not statistically significant.46TEIntermediation approachThird-party funds, total assets, and labour costs.Do not apply.Financing and operating income.Asset, the number of bank branches (BRANCHES), return on assets (ROA), capital adequacy ratio (CAR), and non-performing financing (NPF).Negative impact: Asset and ROA. Positive impact: Branches. Others variables were not statistically significant.4TE and PTE.Intermediation approach.Total deposits, total costs (interest expenses and non-interest expenses), and equity.Do not apply.Loans, other earning assets and non-interest income.Five bank specific variables: LOGTA which corresponds to the logarithm of bank's total assets and controls for bank's size; EQAS is the equity to assets ratio and controls for capital strength; LOANTA is bank's net loans to total assets ratio, and is a measure of loan activity; ROE is the pre-tax profit divided by equity; EXPTA is the non-interest expenses to assets ratio. 12 variables related to country-specific factors.**PTE** - Statistically significant impacts: Country-specific variables such as the protection of private property rights, market capitalization to GDP, bank claims to GDP, the number of branches and ATMS relative to the population, the presence of government-owned and foreign-owned banks and concentration. Positive impacts: Higher size and lower loan activity. Not significant: Capitalization, profitability and expenses relative to assets.44TE and PTE.Intermediation approach.Fixed assets, deposits and staff expenses.Do not apply.Investment, net loans and fees.Size, bank asset concentration, leverage, loan loss provisions to Loans (LLP), ratio of loans to TA (LOTA) and ROA**TE**: size, LLP and LOTA negatively impacted efficiency, whereas other variables were not statistically significant. **PTE:** size, LLP and LOTA negatively impacted efficiency, whereas other variables were not statistically significant.40TE e PTE.Intermediation approach.Number of employees, purchased funds and costumer deposits.Do not apply.Costumer loans, other loans and securities.ROA, COA, city, size, branches, age and the ratio of non-performing loans to customer loans.**TE:** ROA, size and city positively impacted efficiency, whereas the number of branches and age (number of years the bank existed before 2009) negatively impacted. **PTE:** ROA had a positive impact, number of branches and age had a negative impact, whereas other variables were not statistically significant.22Not identified.Not identified.Employees, assets and net assets.Deposits, loans, income and interest income.Net interest income, net service income and profit.Weight of shares held by the top 5 shareholders, the weight of shares held by the foreign strategic shareholders, the real GDP and the CPI.The 3 market power proxies and CPI positively impacted efficiency, whereas other variables were not statistically significant.2PTE.Not identified.Personnel expenses, branch space, other expenses and risk index.Do not apply.Comissions, deposits and loans.Two agency-specific variables: public transportation and automatic teller frequency. Other variables: potential costumers and competitive environment.No significant impact was found.15TE and PTE.Not identified.Number of operational staff, number of business personnel, branch office rent and operating expenses.Do not apply.Net interest spread income and net fee income.Two variables related to external economic environment: Real GDP growth and Consumer Price Index (CPI). Three agency-specific variables: branch floor area, years of operation, and loan amount.The impact analysed is not in the efficiency index but in the slacks of the inputs.58Not identified.Operational efficiency and market efficiency (2 nd stage).Net asset, total asset and employees.Deposits, loans and service income.Net income, ROA and ROE.Two foreign capital participation proxies. Control variables: capital structure, real GDP, money supply growth rate, and bank loans' weight in the total capital formation. Dummy for private or state-owned and the percentage of employees with a diploma.**Market efficiency**: Positively impacted: foreign ownership, money supply growth rate. Negatively impacted: real GDP. Other variables were not statistically significant.42Not identified.Production approach.$X_{1}$: Total costs, $X_{2}$: employee costs.Do not apply.$Y_{1}$: total deposits, $Y_{2}$: income before tax, $Y_{3}$: total credit.Control Variables (5): price of labour, price of capital, price of deposits, trend, market-share. Contextual Variables (5): foreign ownership, government ownership, M&A, IFRS accounting policy and Active dividend policy.Foreign ownership, government ownership, recent M& A, active dividend policy, and trend were not statistically significant. Price of deposits, price of labour, IFRS accounting principles, and market-share were significant, and the relationship (positive or negative) with efficiency depends on the reliability of input and output variables.1PTE.Production approach.Number of employees, equity and total asset.Profit and revenue.Market value, earning per shares (EPS) and stock price.Bank's location.There was no relevant impact of the location of the bank in the efficiency.41PTE.Production approach.17 variables related to banking activity.Do not apply.17 variables.Foreign ownership, government ownership, recent M&A and Same General Accepted Accounting Principles.Impact on the virtual efficiency of M&A: Foreign ownership, government ownership and same accounting principles positively impacted efficiency. Recent M&A was not statistically significant.53TE and PTE.Production approach.(8): Reserves for Impaired loans, equity, impaired loans, operational cost, personnel expenses, number of employees, number of branches and depreciation.Do not apply.(8): Total assets, fixed assets, gross loans, total securities, total customer deposits, pre-tax profit, net interest income and total non-interest operating income.(8): 1. Listed in stock market; 2. Foreign bank; 3. Big bank; 4. Tier 1 Ratio; 5. Total Capital Ratio; 6. Interest Expense on Customer Deposits/Average Customer Deposits; 7. National/Regional; and 8. Cost of deposits.Being national and listed in the stock market increase the likelihood of a bank being efficient, whereas (3) whether the bank is big or not; (4) Tier 1 ratio; (5) total capital ratio; and (6) relative interest expense on customer deposits decrease that likelihood.52TEProduction approach (1st stage) and intermediation (2nd stage).Employees, fixed assets and operational expenses.Deposits and loans.Interest income and non interest income.Trend, Trend^2^, commercial, local.Gains from M&A are likely to be higher when the two banks are commercial and smaller and when banks are local.43PTE.Profit approach.Operational expenses and loan loss provisions.Do not apply.Fee and Income.Two agency-specific variables: Diversification (DIV) and ratio of loans to deposits (LD). Four control variables: Return on capital (ROC), size, Location^1^ and Location^2^.DIV, ROC and Location1 positively impacted efficiency, whereas LD, size and Location2 negatively impacted efficiency.54TE.Profit approach.Total interest expenses and non-interest expenses.Do not apply.Aggregated net income.Ratio of other earning assets over loans (OEA/L), ratio of other earning assets over total earning assets (OEA/TEA), ratio of non earning assets/total assets (NEA/TA) and ratio of deposits to loans.Negative impact: OEA/L and OEA/TEA. Positive impact: NEA/TA, ratio of deposits to loans.55TE.Profit approach.Operating expenses and interest expenses.Do not apply.Total income.Bank-specific factors: Capitalization, liquidity, risk, profitability, credit risk and asset quality proxy and size. Macro-environmental variables: annual GDP growth rate and current period inflation.Positively impacted: capitalization, profitability, size and GDP. Negatively impacted: liquidity risk, credit risk and asset quality proxy and inflation.[^1][^2][^3][^4][^5][^6][^7]

Even when comparing the impact of non-discretionary variables in similar contexts, ambiguous results are observed. For example, [@b0590] --- article number 35 in [Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"} --- found a positive effect of capitalization on PTE, while [@b0215] --- article number 47 --- found a negative impact. These two studies followed the intermediation approach and measured the same efficiency. The same occurred with the size variable, which, in the study of [@b0015], negatively influenced both TE and PTE, while [@b0580] identified a positive impact of size on TE, although these authors followed the same approach. Similar results were also verified in other studies.

Recognizing that it is not possible to accurately determine what the impact of non-discretionary variables on efficiency will be, in view of the ambiguous results found in the literature (even considering the function of the bank analysed and the type of efficiency), [Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"} can serve as a background for comparisons of future studies with those already in the literature.

6. Conclusions {#s0055}
==============

Two-stage DEA models have been gaining prominence in research on efficiency in the banking sector because they overcome the limitations of traditional DEA models. Recognizing the existence of several controversial aspects in the literature, from the two-stage terminology itself to the application of these models in banks, this study analysed 59 articles related to two-stage DEA models in banks. All of these studies were found using the *Scopus* and *Web of Science* databases and Elsevier's *ScienceDirect* search engine.

This study followed the steps proposed by [@b0390] to review the literature. In this sense, ten classifications were created, ranging from the economic context and the geographic region to methodological aspects of the two-stage DEA models in banks, with several codification possibilities for each classification. We believe that with this study, which presented the existing knowledge, opportunities, and challenges for future studies, the state of the art in this emerging topic in the literature can be properly mapped.

Throughout this review, we highlighted the main characteristics of publications related to the term two-stage in banks. Although some gaps are common to both internal and external two-stage DEA models, we also showed the need to segregate these models to explore new gaps. The common terminology used for these two distinct types of models hinders a universal definition for two-stage DEA models in the banking sector. Based on the initial discussion herein, future studies can advance this work so that there is a clear terminological distinction between these models.

We find seven gaps in the literature, as highlighted in the discussion of the different classes or categories. The study identifies research opportunities related to (i) the combination of internal and external two-stage DEA models, (ii) the analysis of how changes in regulations or market environment affect efficiency of banks, especially after the GFC in 2007--2008 and the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020, (iii) the analysis of efficiency on a more diverse list of different countries or continents, (iv) the investigation of banking efficiency not only in different geographic regions but also in different economic contexts, (v) the prediction of efficiency behaviour in certain situations ex-ante facto, (vi) the use of diverse approaches to select relevant variables to include in the model, and (vii) the set up of deposits as an intermediate variable. Each of these gaps can be considered a potential topic for future research on the subject.

It was found that the most frequent objective in the studies was to extend or improve DEA models, whereas the intermediation approach was the most used for variable selection, and the intermediate variables technique was the most popular in the second stage, in which the deposits variable was the most frequently adopted intermediate variable.

Despite operational research and expert and intelligent systems focus on extending or improving DEA models, several other aspects still need further in-depth analysis, as presented in the discussion of the gaps in the literature. In addition, we contribute to the literature by presenting the state-of-the-art on two-stage DEA models as well as by providing directions and gaps for further research. In this context, this systematic review reflects an effort to shed light at those points.

Considering the models that effectively adopted a procedure after measuring the efficiency scores via DEA (categorized as external two-stage DEA models), the application of a bootstrapped truncated regression was most common. Regarding the impact of non-discretionary variables on efficiency, even when comparing studies that analysed banks in similar functions, results remain ambiguous. it is important to highlight that these studies may be susceptible to the separability issue and that future research should carefully address this limitation of the method.

Considering the models that effectively adopted a procedure after measuring the efficiency scores via DEA (categorized as external two-stage DEA models), the application of a bootstrapped truncated regression was most common. Regarding the impact of non-discretionary variables on efficiency, even when comparing studies that analysed banks in similar functions, results remain ambiguous. it is important to highlight that these studies may be susceptible to the separability issue and that future research should carefully address this limitation of the method.

A limitation of this study is that it did not review all the articles that applied two-stage DEA models (internal or external) in banks. However, we believe that by analysing the 59 articles included, it was possible to present an overview of how the application of such models has occurred in banks, with an in-depth discussion on controversial issues. We hope that this study can assist in future applications and discussions on the theme.
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Put simply, this production frontier can be understood as the existing technology of DMUs in generating outputs from a set of inputs.

For more information, please see [@b0285].

Factors such as market value, earnings per share, and return to investors are part of the marketability, defined in the study of [@b0525].

For more information on static and dynamic NDEA, please see [@b0245].

A more in-depth discussion of the number of DMUs *versus*the number of inputs plus outputs is done in [@b0680].

[^1]: The authors defined this variable as intermediation cost to total assets.

[^2]: Ratio of priority sector advances (i.e., directed credit) to total assets. and priority.

[^3]: Total Factor Productivity Chance, calculated by Malmquist index.

[^4]: In a simplified way, the authors examined whether banks are operating similarly due to Gulf Council measures.

[^5]: Analysed by statistical tests, e.g., ANOVA, KruskalWallis.

[^6]: Calculated as the sum of interest income and non interest income.

[^7]: The authors did not analyse the impact in efficiency per se, but rather the probability of a bank being efficient, taking into account environmental variables.
